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Memories of F0$Bnder9s edal magic 0 
Our skaters top the medal 
standings in the Kla How 
Ya interclub competition 
\SPORTS B I O  i, 
March 19 marks a young 
Mountie’s murder here 
20 years ago 
\NEWS A5 \COMMUNITY B I  
Terrace celebrates George 
Little House reopening on the 
100th anniversary of his arrival 
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TWOGHAMPIONSHIP sporting events Hotel rooms began booking up early. Local hockey coach 
John Amos talks about will blast into town over spring break, bringing hundreds of visitors. 
Some teams, like Whitehorse and 
Dawson Creek, booked in the hope of 
l%e-Bantam AA Provincial Hockey 
Championships take place from March 
19 to 24 and, the Junior All-Native Bas- 
ketball Championships start on March 
20. 
Terrace bantam reps qualify to play 
as they are hosts, meaning they can 
look forward to competition from Daw- 
son Creek, Kitimat, Whitehorse, Ques- 
nel; Port Moody, the Okanagan, Trail, 
Richmond’s Seafair team and Vancouver 
Island’s Peninsula squad. 
Organizer Gillian Redpath said Ter- 
race hosted the bantam provincials in 
1983 “when the Terrace team was just 
awesome.” 
“They won it two years in a row,” she 
said, adding Wade Flaherty played for the 
winning their zones, intending to pass on 
the rooms to others if they lost. 
Organizing chair Norma Gunnlagson 
said the city was growing very tight on 
the bantam tourney, 
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hotel rooms. 
“We’ve gotten a lot of grief on that,” 
she said, adding that hotels are booked 
solid. 
“Teams are wanting more rooms and 
we don’t know where to get them from.” 
Not including the home team, Gunn- 
lagson said 160 players plus coaches and 
parents are expected. 
The Ioumament is about hockey and 
also about. putting >the city on the map, 
she said. 
“A ’lot of these communities have 110 
idea where we are,” Gunnlagson added. 
She invites locals to come out to sup- 
port their team. 
“There will be some very good hockey 
played during the week.” 
The opening ceremony at the arena 
may include speeches from Mayor ’Jack 
Talstra and Bob Storey, district director 
of B.C. Amateur Hockey. 
A trophy will be awarded to the win- 
ning team and a fair play trophy will go 
to the squad showing the most sports- 
manship on and off the ice. 
The Junior All-Native ’ Basketball 
” 
vade town 
Championships comes to town for the A welcome banquet at Kitsumkalum 
first time, promising exciting indoor Hall on Sunday at 3 p.m. kicks off the 
court action with 22 girls teams and 28 
boys teams competing from around the Mayor Jack Talstra, organizer Ches- 
province. ter Nyce and a representative from 
Regional teams are coming in from Kitsumkalum have been invited to speak. 
Kispiox, Kitamaat, New Aiyansh, Green- Games start on Sunday, “March 20 
Vilk, Port SimpSOn, Prince Rupert and at ‘Skeena, Caledonia and Thornhill 
Gitwinksihlkw. schools. 
Public relations tOUI‘nament COnlmit- The winning teams will receive cham- 
tee member Brad Tait said the top three 
week. 
Dionship medals and trophies. 
northern boys teams come from Tait ‘said hosting the- provincials will 
Simpson, Greenville and New Aiyansh 
while New Aiyansh, Gitwirlksihlkw and 
teams. 
For the first time, a three-on-three Un- 
der-14 tournament will be held for play- 
ers not on a junior team. 
Tait acknowledges that accommoda- 
tions are tight with teams being billeted 
be good for business in 
lot of monies will be coming into 
Prince Rupert gets during the February 
All Native Tournament,” he ‘said, add- 
ing the event will ,determine if the 
can host First Nations sporting events in 
co-operation with the outlying communi- 
have the top northern girls, town like the hundreds of thousands 
out to homes in Terrace. ties. 
Big party for George Little 
A SNIP-of the ribbon by “George Little”, left, city councillor Rich McDaniel, 
mayor Jack Tabtra and Tenille Lewis officially marked the opening March 10 of 
the newly-renovated George Little House. It’s the anchor of-a designated tourist 
friendly development zone downtown and will also act as VIA Rail’s new station 
stop. March 10 was the also the first-ever Founder’s Day in Terrace and marked 
100 years to the day that Little snowshoed up the Kitimat Valley to camp beside 
the Skeena River. He later went on to claim land on which Terrace now sits. On 
the left, Evelyn Baxter blows soap bubbles while waiting for the first VIA train 
to stop at the new station. It carried George Little and a group of local dignitar- 
ies. A huge crowd braved rainy weather to greet the founder. There are more 
pictures and more about Founder’s Day on Page B1. 
DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTOS 
[Lumber company taking shape 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
LONG TIME sawmiller Terry Bennett has been 
selected as the Terrace Lumber Company’s mill 
manager once operations here begin. 
Bennett, a certified accountant, has been in- 
volved with Terrace mili operations in various 
capacities since the late 1980s when it.was still 
owned by Repap. 
His resume includes working in a number of 
capacities from comptroller to fibre supply man- 
ager and mill manager. 
Most recently he acted as a consultant for Dan 
Veniez until New Skeena Forest Products went 
into bankruptcy last year. 
Since then Bennett has been the on-site watch- 
dog for the Terrace mill for the receiver oversee- 
ing the sale of New Skeena’s assets. 
“I think what he b h g s  is an infinite knowl- 
edge of the business of saw milling,” says John 
I 
Ryan, the company’s newly-appointed chairman 
of the board. 
“He brings a very good reputation of being a 
considered person as well.” 
Mo Takhar, who was instrumental in spear- 
heading the gathering of local people to purchase 
the mill, is the company’s president and CEO; 
The board of directors consists of local ac- 
countant Ernie Dusdal, logging contractor Gor- 
don Hull and former co-owner of the Northern 
Drugs chain, Gerry Martin. 
Bennett’s appointment is in keeping with the 
all-local make-up of the company’s executive 
- the first time he’s seen that happen in his nearly 
20 years working in the industry. 
“The senior managers were always in Van- 
couver or in the east,” Bennett says. “This is very 
unique.- it will be a very hands-on local opera- 
tion.” 
Bennett’s eager to take on his new role. 
‘‘I have to say I’m quite excited about it be- 
cause I know there’s an opportunity to do well 
here and I’m quite excited about the response from 
the community,” he says. “It’s goingito be my job 
to prove they’ve made the right decision.” 
The company is now looking at filling other 
key positions. With the mill sitting idle since 
2001, many former employees have moved away 
or found other employment. 
“It’s getting the management team together 
that is critical,” John Ryan says. “It’s the man- 
agers and the supervisors that have drifted away 
from the community that we have to recapture.” 
The next big challenge will be establishing a 
fiber supply. 
Yesterday’s announcement that the provin 
cia1 government is implementing an interim fix 
Cont’d Page A2 
Gov.’tgl ease 
upLl on -rates 
for wood 
/ I  
By SARAH A. ZIMMERnaAN 
::---AREA FOREST licence holders say dogging will increase 
here because the provincial government is cutting what it 
charges for wood. 
Yesterday, the provincial government made a long await- 
ed announcement that will see the high pulp content wood 
unique to the northwest appraised on its own merits rather 
’ than on the same values of the timber located in‘lthe interior 
zone where the sawlog percentage is far highur. 
Since sawlogs are worth more than pulp logs, the prov- 
ince was charging more. But because of the high concentra- 
tion of pulpwood in this area, loggers were paying stumpage 
based on sawlog appraisals instead of on pulpwood, making 
logging here an expensive proposition. 
The timber pricing changes come into effect April 1 and 
will apply to the Kalum and Skeena-Stikine Forest Districts, 
says Skeena MLA Roger Harris, who has been an advocate 
for the development of a special zone here for the past four 
years. 
“This is an interim pricing adjustment that is going to, 
quite frankly, reflect the unique ecological transition zone 
that we live in, both in the northern coast line and the interior 
plateau,” he told The Standard last’week: 
‘This will probably put everybody back to work - quite 
frankly, that’s my expectation,” Harris said. 
The over mature and decadent nature of the nature of the 
henilock and balsam trees that make up the fibre basket in 
the northwest has long been a source of a competitive disad- 
vantage to area licensees. 
That’s because the trees here are not only high in rot 
contcnt but difficult and expensive to access because of the 
mountainous terrain. I 
Thc harvesting community has been calling for the cre- 
ation of a unique zone for more than 20 years. 
Area licence holders say the revised pricing system will 
have a substantial and immediate effect on logging here. 
“We’re putting in two cutting permits for approval im- 
mediately,” says Rick Brouwer, a professional forester who 
does consulting for Kalum Ventures, the company which 
holds a forest licence on behalf of the Kitsumkalum band. 
“If the permits come into effect April 1 then the loggers 
will be back to work April 1. It’s very good news.”’ 
Over the years, industry representatives have met with 
Harris in an effort to hammer out an agreement. Most re- 
cently licensees here met with senior government officials in 
December 2004 and the climax of the negotiations came just 
-last month when forest minister Mike de Jong was in Ter- 
race, said Paul Veltmeyer, general manager for Kitwanga 
Lumber. 1 
“They’ve come up with a solution that 1 think everyone 
in the northwest is quite pleased about,” Veltmeyer said. ‘‘I 
would like to give &dit where it’s due with Roger (Harris) 
pushing the issue in a very short time frame to have it looked 
at.” 
The interim pricing system will see cutting permits and 
their associated stumpage rates evaluated individually re- 
flecting a more accurate description of the value of the tim- 
ber. 
with the pricing of our logs both domestically and interna- 
tionally,” says Bernie Banovic, operations manager for Tim- 
ber Baron Forest Products. 
That means logs should be moving soon - good news for 
mill owners such as the Terrace Lumber Company, said Har- 
ris. 
“If the harvest community can’t go to work you’ll never 
see investhent in mills,” he said. “It is critically important 
that we have all the tools in place to allow the harvesting 
community to go to work because in doing that we allow *e 
milling commuhity to go to work.” 
“What it allows us to do is to just be more competitive ’ 
, 
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New wood appraisal system 
ends By SARAH years A. ZIMMERMAN of lobbying Many of those changes reflect recommendations that have www.hawkair.ta 
SKEENA MLA Roger Hanis says a new interim pricing 
model reflecting the unique composition of the northwest’s 
fibre basket is the final piece of the puzzle to revitalizing the 
harvesting industry in the northwest. 
He points to sweeping changes in forestry management 
been made by industry and independent reports for dozens 
of years. 
And some of those changes reflect recommendations 
made by an exhaustive 7 I -page report compiled by a special 
task force struck last year by the City of Terrace. Call your local travol agont 
_ _  ~ I air.ta 
that are contributing to getting the industry back on its feet 
here. 
That includes changing the regulatory environment from 
the one-size fits all Forest Practices Code to the new Forest 
and.Range Practices Act which allows for a more special- 
Harris says the 20 per cent take back of wood from big li- 
cence holders is creating new tenure holders who are small- 
er, more flexible and usually lower-cost operators compared 
to large companies 
“They are local and we are seeing them in terms of our 
First Nations licensees, the community forest, BC Timber 
Sales program,” he says, adding that’s crqating more op- 
portunities for the province’s salvage and the wood lot pro- 
- ___ ized approach to logging here. --_. - 
, 
> grams. 
From> front 
Those recommendations included the creation of a com- 
munity forest, recognition of the higher pulp log content and 
challenging terrain here, and increasing the amount of tim- 
ber being sold through the BC Timber Sales program. 
That report built on the work of several previous pushes 
for a special northwest zone. 
The last report prepared on the same topic was compiled 
by Wes Cheston in 2000 on the orders of then NDP premier 
Din Miller. 
And that report built on one prepared two years before 
that by Dave Parker, who was commissioned by the city. 
, Some recommendations from the Cheston report. such as 
increased log exports and independent market logging, were 
enacted. 
UNIVERSITY OF 
NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Plan to attend the Northwest Speaker Series. 
In Kitimat: 
Friday, March I8 Sean Markey 
Strategies’ 
Cows in the City and Other Rural Development 
* Regional District Kitimat Stikine, 16/37 Community Futures, District of Kitirnat and 
Community Development lnstitute at UNBC cosponsoring this talk. 
This talk will be at the Kitimat Valley lnstitute for lndustrial Education, 1352 Alexander Avenue 
In Terrace: 
Thursday, March 31 Allan Mason 
Friday, April 15 Maureen Atkinson Finding Odille 
Thursday, April 28 Lee Oates 
A Dialogue on First Nations Self-Government 
Medicinal Plants of Ferry Island 
Logg,ing to become cheaper These talks will be at the UNBC Campus, 4741 Park Avenue All talks will begin at 7:30 pm. The Northwest Speaker Series is free of charge and everyone is welcome. 
While the pricing chang- 
es are an interim measure, 
Hams expects that by the 
end of the year the govern- 
ment may well be in a posi- 
tion to finalize the pricing 
model. 
That should be a market- 
based pricing model and 
Hams expects the technical 
aspects to be worked out be- 
tween now and then. 
‘’ Industry and government 
officials are quick to say the 
new pricing system is not a 
subsidy - its a long overdue 
restructuring of the pricing 
system to accurately reflect 
that there are more than two 
forest zones in the region. 
“The tricky part of this 
and why you have to do this 
properly is you have to be 
able to stand up to the test 
that we are not subsidizing,” 
Harris said. 
“Nothing we can ever do 
should put us environmen- ’ 
tally at risk ... nothing we can 
do should provide fodder for 
the Americans on the coun- 
tervailing duty side.” 
That means a lot of tech- 
nical ’details such as where 
the boundaries for the transi- 
tion zone will be drawn, how 
to change the scaling speci- 
fications and how to train the 
forestry staff and industry 
remain to be worked out. 
In the meantime, says 
Rick Brouwer, results of the 
interim pricing system will 
be seen when logging starts. 
“We’ve got loggers that 
are actually going back to 
work and that’s the ultimate 
test,” he said. 
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Timber company t a b s  shape WINTER MAINTENANCE Winter is here and wlth it comes winter driving 
conditions.. . During a snowfall, sanding and plowing 
operations will be underway. Motorists should be on 
the lookout for these vehicles as they will be traveling 
slowly and spraying sand and snow. Please trsiel a 
good distance back from maintenance vehicles until 
But if the appeal is 
upheld new calculations 
of the costs could signifi- 
cantly affect the cost of 
the land. 
That appeal was heard 
Feb. 28 and court appoint- 
ed receiver Larry Prentice 
saysohe hopes to see the 
decision come down beo- 
fre the March 31 dealine 
to close the deal of TLC’s 
purchase of the mill. 
But the sale of the mill 
is still subject to court ap- 
proval of the sale of the 
land the mill sits on. 
A decision on the B.C. 
Supreme Court appeal 
’ launched by the city of 
Prince Rupert disputing 
how‘ the court-appointed 
receiver is allocating the 
costs of I the sale of New 
Skeena’s assets has not 
yet been made. 
to timber pricing @at re- 
flects the unique nature of 
. the northwest’s fibre bas- 
ket, means more logging 
c is expected to commence. 
And that, in turn, could 
amount to a consistent 
mpply of wood for the 
-mill. 
“It couldn’t be better 
news for our mill could 
it?’ Ryan says, “And it 
will be of considerable in- 
Those partners include 
‘ 
n terest to our partners.” 
11;1 an onnortiinilv to oass  occurs. Never nass a snow R P. Pnnrtw~irrtinn Tarraea 
,R 
oassino sand trucks. 
. .  
- CONGRATULATIONS! 
I The BC Northern Real Estate Board’ 
, recognized the following ‘members 
for their excellence in sales 
achievement on February Zth,  
2005 when they were presented 
with MLS@ awards for 2004. 
The BC Northern Real Estate Board’s 330 members 
sold 5,237 properties worth $623,239,225 through 
MLSB in 2004. 
JohnRyan 
I f 1 4 , .  
I the.City i f  Terrace which . , 
‘is lfronting the company Ry.an,,expects t I J’J‘J the 3 mill 
IS95O:OOO. Of that money,. , t i ’  operate on a one-shift 
$325,000 Will Come from per day basis to begin 
a portion of the Steelwork- with. m a t  means roughly 
ers-IWA union n ~ n b e r s ’  65 people will be required 
’ hourly wages. to fill positions at the 
Details on how many management and union 
other investors are putting levels. 
toward the Pur- Ideally, the company 
chase. of the mill hasn’t wants to mn with two 
yet been released. But 
Ryan did Say many of The company has a 
those investors - mostly collective agreement with 
personal acquaintances the Steelworkers-JJ,+lA 
- have been investing in union which, Ryan says, 
$100,000 units. will be honoured before 
amount to shares in the H~~ m a y  of those 
company. former mill workers re- 
‘‘We are not going out main in Terrace is tough 
to the public and peddling to gauge. 
stock,” he says. 
But those units don’t hiring from outside. 
Has served the Terrsce 
2 Ply SBS Torch Membrane 
Metal Cladding Roof & Wall 
& The Weather For 40 Years” 
I am ‘Star’. I am a 6 to 8 month old old boy, well if you can call-6 or 
female, Husky X. I am full of life and 7 years, OLD, with lots of love to 
would like to share nime with an offer the right family. I love going for 
active family who will like to spend walks and I am quite a gentleman 
their time outside with me. Are you I’m told. I’ve already been altered, 
looking for a fun dog? Well, that’s PHM! no unwqanted puppies for 
me!!! FUN, FUN FUN!!I I’m up for me! NOPE, a nice quiet, loving 
it. how ‘bout YOU? home will do me ius! fine. 
In Terrace, MLS@ Awards were won by: ’ 
John Evans 
Sheila Love 
Our members work in the communities from Fort 
Nelson to 100 Mile House and from Valemount to 
the Queen Charlotte islands. 
Receive a Paderno 
Receive a Pademo stainless stee 
roaster with roasting rack when 
you purchase a GE Smoothtop 
range.‘ Retail Value is $1 39 
Receive a Paderno 
Retail value is $69 
RMlTUR I 
4501 Lakelse he. ,  Terrace 638-1158 1-800-813-1158 I 
I 
! 
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Increased demand makes 
ambulance work a 24-7 job 
on ambulance service fo; last year, TERRACE PARAMEDICS ScoFPeden(left) and Carl Wassink can expect more work as of March 1, with 
which proved to be the busiest one extended hours for ambulance staff ensuring round-the-clock coverage for the community. 
yet for Tehace paramedics. ~ MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
The ambulance service respond- 
ed to 2,484 calls, ‘a rise of 304 over son’s location* now that paramedics can administer about,” Wassink said. 
2003, and the fifth consecutive year Generally a helicopter from them, it will save time for nurses and “Hopefully they can take the in-1 
Prince Rupert is used; however, doctors. formation we give them and then with an increase. 
Ambulance services received when it’s busy, the Terrace crew pi- A new Level One staff member carry on with treatments (and not 
over 200 calls per month for eight lots Ihe Medevac have to’ revisit what we’ve done. 
months in 2004. The busiest month For the first year, Wassink chart- “It helps the patient speed along 
was May with 256 calls. ed the distance the ambulance drove, through the system ‘that much bet- 
unit chief Carl Wassink said. ’ “It te1ls)us how long an ambu- LkveI two paramedics, of which T~~~~~ ambulance ”has 
when we wouldn’t break 200 in a thanks to community donations, but 
still needs another $4,400. 
The unit would be used for pa- The most noticeable difference 
was transfers, which totalled 1,101. ticnts with pre-existing heart prob- 
lems and those with chest pain. 
fers. in 
received the training during her 
schooling. 
The 14 other h v e l  One paramed- 
“It used to be those were rare,” which’totalled 140,043 km. ‘ ics can elect to take the course. ter.” ? r  
“It that, many years ago lance is going to last,” he said. has three and One spent over 2- 1/2 years raising $8,616, 
Terrace paramedics get a replace- 
ment ambulance after about 320,000 
km. 
This year has already started on a 
Level one paramedics are now el- 
igible for training in the use of IV’s. 
huge,difference,”.Wassink said. 
part-time, learned IV administration 
with their training. 
The ambulance service is con- 
tinuing fundraising for a Propaq En- 
core monitor, which will allow para- 
medics to record a patient’s blood 
pressure, heart rate, hcart rhythm 
matically, freeing ‘them to do other 
IV’S can be given at the scene or ‘%essay procedures. 
All the infodation will then be in the 
Wassink said , IV’S are a com- g i k n  to hospital staff upon arrival. 
mon procedure for hospital staff but ‘, “It’s something we’re excited 
, month and here we have eight.” 
Of those, 409 were Medevac trans- positive note for paramedics. 
wassink said his staff flew 15 Wassink said he is 
$ledevac flights, ,a jump frQm $When we do give.it, it can make qd:oxygen saturation levels auto- contact with a company who sell him a refurbishe 
a one-year absolute 
Terrace ambulance seryices has 
to purchase !he monitor. It’s not sup- 
plied to them due to its high cost. 
!in 2003.- 
&&It’s really a highlight fbr those 
of us who like to fly,” Wassink said. 
ne Medevac helicopter lets res- 
cue fly in to an injured per- 
News In Brief 
~~~~ 
Jeans jacked 
THIEVES SMASHED through the glass of Trigo’s 
Lifestyle’s Kalum St. door and stole four pairs of NBA 
jeans just after midnight on March 9. 
Thejeans, which are only available at Trigo’s in Ter- 
race, are embroidered with basketball players’ names, 
numbers, mesh and coloured patches. They are valued 
at $7 1 1.96. 
Terrace RCMP seek the public’s help in solving this 
._ crime. Anyone with information can call the detach- 
ment at 638-74000 - 
-- 
No to overhead signs 
THERE won’t be any more of those electronic signs 
warning motorists of road conditions popping up in the 
Terrace area any time soon. 
The Kitimat-Stikine regional district hiid forwarded 
a request to the provincial transportation niinistj to see 
if it could enter into a cost-sharing project for two new 
signs - one which would have gone on Hwy37 south 
between Kitimat and Terrace and the other near Kit- 
wanga. 
But with a price tag of $375,000 apiece, the cost is 
just too high, says regional district director Stew Chris- 
tensen. 
“The most responsible contribution to ensuring safe- 
ty on theroad especially during extreme winter weather 
is a combination of diligent management of the road 
maintenance and good public conmunications,” said a 
letter from the ministry of transportation. 
3, 
I Workers say ‘yes’ 
.MEMBERS OF the B.C. Government and Service Em- 
ployees’ Union (BCGEU) working at Northwest Com- 
munity College,here have voted 88 per cent in,favour 
,of a new contract. 
The college board has also votid in favour of accept- 
ing the agreement reached with the help of a provincial 
government-appointed fact finder. 
Details won’t be released until other colleges and 
workers around the province ratify their own tentative 
agreements . 
The deal ends rotating strikes that since Christmas 
had shut down the college’s main campus in Terrace 
and its operations elsewhere in the notth; 
Rotating strikes took place at Douglas College, 
BCIT, Northern Lights and other facilities throughout 
the province. ” 
C 
ades camp next week, 
HIGH SCHOOL students from around the area are ex- 
pected at NorthGest Community College next week to 
take part in its annual trades camp. 
The students will be alongside their college coun- 
terparts in the carpentry, welding, millwright, auto 
mechanic, heavy duty mechanic and culinary arts pro- 
grams, says,college coordinator Ken Downs. 
The last day, March 24, features competitions in the 
annual Skills Canada event. ,Winners ,??\ Fligible,fo,go I 
Students in’all of the programs except. heavy ,dutyi 
‘mechinics’cari enter the’Skills Canada competitions: 
“We are also doing a trades fair which is open to the 
public on the 24th;’ said Downs. 
to province-wide competitions. . , . >  . . t  
I 
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THERE ARE more than a few people locally who, 
when they walk into a grocery store, won’t buy 
fresh fruit or other products grown or produced in 
the United States. 
It’s’their very own mini-boycott aimed at the 
continuing stubbornness of the United States over 
the issue of punishing tariffs imposed on our soft- 
wood exports. 
Now provincial forests minister Michael de 
, Jong has gotten into the spirit of things, as it were, 
with his call for banning the importation of Cali- 
fornia wines (into B .C. . Wine’s a big commodity 
in California. That state’s wineries made up 90 
, per cent of the 59 million litres of American wine 
shipped to Canada in 2003. 
Mr. de Jong’s import ban suggestion came from 
his frustrations after nearly four,years of unsuc- 
cessful attempts to halt the system of American 
’Mffs on Canadian softwood. 
The United States has basically ignored Canada 
despite countless rulings in our favour at NAFTA 
and international trade panels which have deter- 
mined that Canadian softwood producers are not 
unfairly subsidized and that Canadian softwood 
imports into the United States do not harm Amer- 
ican producers. 
The current flashpoint is the $4.1 billion-plus 
in tariffs the American government - has tucked 
awayin a trust account and now won’t pay back. 
A good chunk of that has come from B.C. lumber 
producers. Mr. de Jong refers to that money as 
“stolen” from us. 
If negotiation hasn’t worked and neither has 
litibation, than retaliation remains as one weapon, 
hence Mmdedong’s-wine , \ I  ban call. 
Mi. de Jong is not acting in isolation. Interna-1 
tional trade agreements provide for retaliation, a 
mega-form of tit for tat. 
But it is a chancy game. Boosting import du- 
ties on American products would only cost Ca- 
nadian consumers. Outright bans would seem to 
go against the spirit of international free trade, a 
serious step in that Ckada’s economy depends 
upon international trade. 
Antagonizing the United States might only draw 
further trade measures on its part. As it is, we per- 
petually seem to be fighting a battle with both 
hands tied behind our backs. (Heaven knows that 
our willingness to sacrifice the National Hockey 
League hasn’t had any impact on the United States 
through the loss of ticket or television rights rev- 
enues south of the border.) 
Still, there comes a time when taking a moral 
stand against an immoral activity is all that’s left. 
Mr. de Jong and his federal and provincial coun- 
terparts should continue to test the retaliation wa- 
ters. 
AsCi€or the rest of us, resist that California red. 
Try one from B.C. instead. 
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Heard of STV? Please read on 
VICTORIA - It would be lame ond place choices of his sup- 
to vote against a new way of porters are counted, but at half 
electing MLAs just because their raw value, reflecting the 
you couldn’t understand it. success his supporters have 
,So here, in a few hundred already had in electing him as 
words, is how the single-trans- 
ferable-vote (STV) system Many people believe it’s a And so the process con- 
works. problem for democracy when tinues, until four MLAs have 
The issue of whether it’s some voters feel silenced by been elected. Each has been 
a good change or not - and I the system. the first, or second, or third , 
think it would be - can wait Under the new system choice of enough people to 
there’s an accepted mathemat- emerge as their representative. 
, First, the number of MLAs ical formula for determining And that is how the system 
in the legislature stays the, the number of votes needed to would work. 
same at 79. No change there. be elected. Footnote: It’s still a bit 
But the number of rid- Elections BC counts \the head-spinning, I know. For 
ings would fall to somewhere ballots once, and anyone who more detail, If that is your in- 
has that h m b e r  of first-place terest, visit www.gov.bc.ca/ 
sented by two to seven MLAs. Of if you are simply seek- 
Two current sparsely populat- an ‘X’ beside your single won’t be filled, so there’s a ing comfort, know that lreland 
ednorthern ridings with65’000 2nd other jurisdictions have 
people, like Skeena and North successfully used the system 
qoast, might be combined into 
urban ridings, with side your next favo and tions BC counts them again, And things got a bit rude; but 
130,000 people, might be so on. You can stop anytime. this time looking at the second Montana Senator Max ‘Blame 
combined into a new riding If you think one candidate is choice of those voters. Canada’ Baucus earned his. 
with four MLAs. worthy and the rest are scoun- In the same way, the ballots rough ride when he showed 
Clear enough so far, right? drels, you can place a X beside of people whose first choice up in Fernie recently as part 
So the election rolls her name and leave. was “elected aren’t tossed, but of his campaign against a po- 
around. If you want the maximum are counted again. (Remem- tential coal mine near the U.S. 
Each party can nominate impact, you can r a d  everyone ber, four MLAs are being border. MLA Bill Bennett led 
any number of candidates, up on the ballot. You can rank elected and everyone’s prefer- the charge; New Democrats’ 
to the number of seats in a rid- Liberal candidates 1,2,3 and ence should be reflected in all quickly said they don’t like 
ing. 4, if the party is the most im- four choices.) 
So in a four-seat riding, ex- portant factor in your decision; OK, this next bit is a bit Dialogue is always ‘ wel- 
pect the Liberals and NDP to you can mix and match if you headache inducing. It would come. But Baucus has led the 
nominate four candidates. But admire certain individuals, or be unfair simply to move to fight to close the border to 
the Greens might ‘decide they want broader representation in the second choices of all those softwood and Canadian cattle, 
just want to have one candi- thelegislature. People. Their views have al- and never found it necessary 
date run, or independents may The polls close. And things ready been reflected in the to come up here to get any in- 
emerge. do become ?-little more com- legislature with the first candi- formation until i t  suited him to 
On election day you stride plicated than the current sys- date elected. So the next count grandstand on the coal into the polling booth. tem when it’s time to count the includes their second choices, He deserved to hear how an- All the candidates names ballots. Right now, whoever but on a discounted basis. If 
are on the ballot - four Lib- gets the most votes wins. Joe Bloggs got twice as many gry many British Columbians 
erals, four New Democrats, The aim in the STV system first place votes as he needed are with his position. 
Greens, DRBCers, Marijuana is to ensure more faithful rep- to be elected, then all the sec- willcocks@ irltmnet.ca 
resentation. The Green Party 
was supported by one in ev- 
ery eight people who voted in 
2001; they ended up with no 
one speaking for them in the 
legislature. their MLA. 
’ 
1 for another column. 
PAU 
I around 20 larger ridings. 
Each riding would be regre- Party, Libertarian. choices is elected. Simple. referendumjnfo. 
But you don’t have to mark 
choice, consigning all the oth- 
ers to irrelevance. 
Instead you rank them - a 1 
But all the riding’s seats 
second count. The candidate 
-= who wlths-e lowest support 
is dropped, but those ballots , for decades. If you hav 
with tw,o MLAs. beside your first choic be- aren’t tossed away. Now Elecr ‘ sues, email me. - a,r 
, Baucus ,either. 
Ear aids can help stutterers 
NINE YEARS ago when Ken 
McConaghie retired from a 
lifetime of cattle farming neai 
Prince Albert, Saskatchewan 
he began writing poetry about 
everyday events in his life. His 
humor captured audiences at 
cowboy poetry events. Today 
he’s invited to headline the en- 
tertainment at fundraisers be- 
yond his home town. 
But until last fall, he was un- 
able to deliver his down home 
rhymes himself. His wife, 
daughter, or a friend took over 
for him. Because McConaghie 
stutters. CLAUDETTE SANDECK 
Then he saw Oprah intro- 
duce a young stutterer who 
was able to speak fluently 
through the use of an ear “aid” 
called a SpeechEasy. 
Worn like a hearing aid, 
the SpeechEasy with its built 
in microphone, amplifier and 
speaker, is worn in one ear and 
let’s the stutterer hear his own 
voice only slightly delayed. 
“It’s like intempting your- 
self,” McConaghie says. 
The SpeechEasy has an ef- 
fect similar to choral speech. 
For instance, repeating the 
Lord’s Prayer with other pa- 
rishioners in church, McCo- 
naghie speaks effortlessly. 
After only a few months 
using the device, even with- 
out the SpeechEasy in his ear 
he can now talk fluently. He 
attributes his new fluency to 
feeling more relaxed about his 
impediment , 
Whereas before he tried to 
hide his speech difficulty, he 
has adopted a S,o what? Atti- 
tude which lets him relax. 
He was also taught to 
breathe differently. 
Non-stutterers fil l  their talk 
with lots of urns and ahs which 
give them time to breathe. The 
stutterer tries so hard to get 
out his words, he runs short 
of wind. ‘Then he can’t say a 
word. 
At the time of Oprah’s 
show, the device was new., 
McConaghie went to Boise, 
Idaho for an assessment Now 
Island Hearing Services in 
Vancouver has become a Ca- 
nadian distributor for the aid. 
Patients are given a hearing 
test using a computer which 
under normal conditions such 
as ordering a restaurant meal. 
Following the one hour tri- 
al, the device is fine tuned to 
the patient’s needs and a “pre- 
scription“ arrived at. A cus- 
tomized device is then manu-. 
factured in Greenville, North 
Carolina. The personalized 
device may take as little as one 
week to delivery. A fitting ap- 
pointment follow, and the pa- 
tient is further instructed in the, 
use of the device. Often fol- 
low-ups can be done by phone; 
where travel is a burden. 
For McConaghie, the Spee- 
miasures the severity of their 
stutter, and determines the 
proper settings of the device 
to deal with volume, delay, or 
The assessment is con- 
ducted by a specially trained 
speech language pathologist 
or SLP. The U.S. has 120,000 
trained SLPs and 65,000 dis- 
tributorships of the device. 
The patient, after assess- 
ment, is fitted with a demon- 
strator device tuned to his mea- 
surements. He is taught how to 
use the SpeechEasy before be- 
ing sent out for an hour’s trial 
pitch. \ 
chEasy lets him be the st& of 
his own poetry, to the delight 
of audiences. 
For an assessment appoint- 
ment, reach Janet Gibson at  
604-926-9434 or jgibsonoihs., 
ca. Depending upon the style, 
model, size, and technologi; 
cal complexities to meet the 
patient’s requirements, the de- 
vice costs between $3,600 to 
$4,900 Canadian. 
Speech pathologist fees for 
an assessment - $90 per hour 
B.C. scale - are separate. Aq 
assessment takes two hours, a 
fitting one hour. 
I 
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I Death of a --Mountie 
I 
Twenty years after the death of a Terrace RCMP officer, his memory carries on. 
Stories By ROD LINK 
THE BRASS plaque inserted 
into the wall of the entryway 
to the RCMP detachment 
here blends in with the brick. 
SO much so that you might 
I not notice it at first. ’ YOU should,lt contains 
the name- of Michael Jo- 
seph Buday, the 27-year- 
old RCMP constable shot 
and killed 20 years ago this 
March 19 on the shores of 
Teslin Lake farnorth of here 
toward the Yukon border. 
Eugene Oros, a 33-year-old 
American who had left his 
country and the Vietnam 
war draft for the vastness of 
northern British Columbia 
in the early 1970s. 
’ Living alone in the bush, 
often by stealing provisions 
from, the cabins of others, 
Oros became a feared com- 
modity. 
Appearing and disap- 
pearing almost at will and 
well-armed, using age-old 
trails and accompanied by 
his dogs, Oros retreated into 
the solitude of his mind. 
Diaries and notes left 
behind at various places 
by Oros referred to “sneak 
arounds” and “torture drug- 
gers” - people he believed 
were out to get him. 
Oros took the name of 
Sheslay Free Mike after an 
abandoned settlement. He 
worked occasionally for 
supplies. 
Oros would shoot at air- 
planes; pilots refused to fly 
low over the temtory in 
which he roamed.#, 
Even before March 19, 
1985 01-0s was known to the later acquitted. An attempt 
RCMP. ‘’ at placing him in a mental 
Several years before, in hospital also failed. 
1981, RCMP received a re- During the six months it 
Port that a German trapper, took to process the charg- 
Gunter L i W ,  had disap- es, Oros was first placed in 
peared. In many Ways, LishY RCMP cells and wh$n re- 
was like oros, living done leased, he camped out on 
in the north, a refugee from Terrace Mountain. 
*his past life. Released in 1982, Oros 
. They knew each other ‘went back north, vowing to 
- Lishy even had a photo of never be taken alive. The 
ores hanging on the wall of dogs he had with him when 
a cabin. arrested were killed, a cir- 
It took the IW’&’ Six cumstance that fueled the 
months to find and arrest hatred Oros developed for 
Oros. But although Oros the police. 
was found with property be- Over the years further 
longing to LishY, there was reports came in about Oros 
never enough evidence 10 and his actions. Thefts con- 
sustain a trial. tinued from cabins. 
Taken to Terrace, Oros In> mid-March 1985 
1 was charged with possession RCMP received another re- 
port of a cabin break-in at 
, 
i 
I 
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The killer was Michael I 
“Of stolen property and was 
Teslin Lake from its owners. 
.They even spotted Oros off 
in the distance. 
. At dawn on March 17, 
RCMP officers went up in 
an airplane to look for Oros. 
They found him. He shot at 
the plane: 
They returned to base 
and after contact with senior 
RCMP commanders, the de- 
cision was made to call in 
the northern B.C. Emergen- 
cy Response Team (ERT). 
Made up of regular 
RCMP officers especially 
trained for dangerous situ- 
ations, the ERT included 
Buday, a dogmaster, and 
Trooper, his dog. 
Loaded with weapons and 
gear, the team assembled in 
Prince Rupert the night of 
March 18 for the long flight 
noih ‘to Whitehorse. 
From there, they would 
board helicopters for the 
journey south to Teslin 
Lake. On the morning of 
March 19, Buday, Trooper 
and two other officers left on 
one of the helicopters. Other 
officers were on another he- 
licopter. 
A fixed wing aircraft con- 
taining other RCMP mem- 
bers was already in the air 
over the lake, reporting back 
on the whereabouts of Oros. 
The fear was that Oros 
, would leave the openness 
of the ice-covered lake and 
head for the bush where it 
would be even more dan- 
gerous to bring him‘ into 
custody. The problem was 
communications. Although 
the aircraft and the helicop- 
0 
ters were in radio contac 
with each other and coulc 
pass information back anc 
forth, ERT members hac 
only small radios of limitec 
range. 
Repeaters which woulc 
have boosted the rangc 
were left behind because 01 
weight restrictions on t h e  
aircraft that carried the ER? 
north to Whitehorse. 
Once on the ground, the 
different teams could no1 
talk to each other. 
Oros changed directions 
several times as the RCMF 
closed in. 
By this time the fixed 
wing aircraft left because il 
was low on fuel. The heli- 
copters also left to pick up 
inore ERT members. 
1 It left Buday and the 
other two officers and a sec- 
ond group of three officers 
without eyes in the sky and 
without the means to talk to 
each other. 
The plan was still to 
contain Oros on the ice be- 
tween the two three-member 
teams. 
Buday and his two fellow 
officers took up position, 
expecting Oros to head their 
way. He did, but then headed 
into the shoreline, creeping 
up behind Buday ahd kill- 
ing him with one shot froom 
a .303 rifle. 
Oros then tried to shoot 
officer Gany Rodgers but 
his rifle misfired. Rodgers 
returned ‘fire, killing Oros 
with one round from his M- 
16. 
Buday was buried in”Ti1- 
ley, Alberta. Following an 
autopsy, Oros was cremat- 
ed. 
In August of 1985 two 
RCMP officers flew into 
Hutsigola Lake where Oros 
had a cabin. There, almost by 
circumstance, they found a 
human skull and a lower jaw 
and other bones. Dental re- 
cords matched the jaw to the 
trapper Lishy, the very man 
the RCMP suspected Oros 
of killing back in 1981. 
A shoulder blade was 
also found and it contained 
a neat, circular hole, the 
size of the dimensions of a 
.303 rifle, the same kind of 
weapon that Oros used to 
kill Buday. 
Information for this 
courtesy of Descent into 
Madness by Vernon Frolick 
and other sources. 
Touched by constable’s death 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
‘Yes’ to tolerance 
An open letter to: J 
Nathan Cullen, 
Member of Parliament, Skeena-Bulkley Valley 
Dear Sir: 
I believe I have heard that you will be voting in favour 
of the new and pivotal human rights legislation that was 
introduced into Parliament. I want to say thanks for rep- 
resenting our communities well in this issue. 
I have read some letters that have been addressed to 
you and have been published in our local papef. Some 
describe this legislation as a “ruling against the citizens 
and families of Canada”. Well, I have been both part of 
a family and a citizen of Canada for my entire 40-plus 
years.’ 1 am happily married and my wife and 1 have two 
children. So this family member and citizen of Canada 
wants you to know that to vote against this legislation 
would,serve our nation and the planet a grave injustice. 
I am sure that you know that intolerance and ignorance 
have lead to significant eradication of numerous societies, 
classes, sexes and practices of humans throughout our ex- 
istence. In recent history, we have apologized for the way 
we have treated the aboriginal community in our move to 
assimilation, to the Japanese community for interment, to 
the female community for refusing their rights under the 
charter and to the Jews for waiting too long lo stand by 
their sides. , 
Every person has a right to live their life in a man- 
ner that suits them, as long as those rights do not inflict 
undue hardship, pain or suffering on others. I am not a , 
religious man, you may have guessed, but I am a very 
morale man. 
I believe that imposing my views forcibly upon oth- 
ers is not just rude, but imm’oral and unjust. Thusly, hav- 
ing others view? forced upon me, especially “for my own 
good,” is also immoral and unjust. I am very patient when 
it comes to the activities’presented by some churFhes. I 
believe very strongly that these parishes have the right 
to believe, congregate and preach as they wish, even if I 
don’t agree with thgmessage. I find it very offensive that 
the feeling isn’t mutual. 
A good and caring society would stand by and support, 
not judge, others in their community. Invite them in’and 
make them feel welcome and productive. I know, from 
experience, that this minority in our society also repre- 
sent a part of the diversity of our country q d  are good 
people. 
Let’s not be apologizing 50 years from now for not do- 
ing something that weshould have done today. Let’s re- 
member that this planet has seen far to many losses from 
wrongful oppression.Jn these cases no one has won. But 
we do all win when we show compassion and tolerance 
and try to lem about and support each other, rather thhn 
fear the unknown. 
That is what a healthy, tolerant and compassionate so- 
ciety does. Mr. Cullen, keep up the good work, I knew 
you were the man for the job. 
Shane Neifer, 
Terrace, B.C. 
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MURRAY DRElLlCH The result of their March 19, 1995 “Sometimes it’s twice a week it 
THERE WAS no hesitation over the visit was “Sheep Standing By Him- comes up,” said Frolick. “The story 
long distance phone line last week. self,” a limited edition print of 150 has become part of the mythology of 
“Yes, I know. I remember,” said copies. It was offered first to RCMP the north. It’s become part of B.C. 
Murray Dreilich of the approaching officers who bought up the entire history,” said Frolick 
20th anniversary of the March 19, run. The money raised through the Stationed in Terrace in the 1980s 
1985 shooting death of Constable sales and from the sales of posters as a provincial Crown Counsel, Frol- 
Michael Buday by Michael Eugene of the print ultimately lead to Vi- ick knew both Buday and his killer, 
Oros. sionQuest, a 29-day journey which Michael Eugene Oros. 
Dreilich, who retired as a corporal began in the Hazeltons and ended in “I wanted to do a story to honour 
in the RCMP in 1990, carries vivid Victoria in the summer of 1997. Mike Buday. And I wanted to do it 
memories of the day. He remembers Canoes paddled by natives, po- before somebody else did something 
every March 19 and at other times lice officers and others stopped at that might have been a stupid story 
during the year. villages along the way in a journey of the cops rushing up there and not 
“And when you have those events meant to heal and to educate. getting the story right,” said Frolick. 
in Alberta, it brings it home,” said “1 remember the evening we spent “I wanted to do a story that would 
Dreilich of the recent deaths of four in Kitsumkalum,” Vickers recalls of give meaning to Buday’s life.” 
RCMP constables there. the journey. “It was a hard, long trip. He was struck by Oros as a per- 
Buday, a dogmaster, was a mem- We stopped everywhere. We’d eat son who could live by himself in the 
ber of the RCMP’s regional Emer- and we’d dance all night.” vastness of the north, appearing and 
gency Response Team, and Dreilich The title of the commemorative disappearing when he wanted to. 
was one of its negotiators. print comes from the native name “I knew people like Oros. People 
That March 19 day Dreilich for the mountains that rise over who did not go to Vietnaq, People 
wasn’t negotiating. Instead he and Teslin Lake and the imagery in the .who came to Canada to’ escape 
another RCMP officer were in a print itself depicts the last vkw of America and escaped the work life. 
small airplane above Teslin Lake, the world as seen throngh the eyes They developed that alternative life 
tracking Oros as he dragged a loaded of Buday. But the title also contains style. Oros did that,” said Frolick. 
toboggan across the lake ice. significant meaning to Vickers be- There are a lot of theories about 
They were in the air before the Now a provincial government cause, he says, it speaks to Oros, why certain individuals kill others or 
helicopters arrived from Whitehorse commit other crimes. Frolickadheres 
with the ERT members, providing “Oros was very much a sheep to the idea that human behaviour is 
constant radio updates. But before standing by himself and so was Bu- constrained by the social situations 
the team could land and get into day. He was the black sheep, called in which they find themselves. 
position to contain Oros, Dreilich’s that by family members and he was a “When there’s an absence of ex- 
plane had to turn back. dog man and that’s a pretty tight knit ternal limits, that’s when something 
“We stayed in the air as long as group. ‘Sheep Standing By Himself can happen. People lose perspective. 
we could,” he said. “We were close also became the slogan for recov- Oros heard internal voices. We all 
to the point whether we could get ery and that’s what it’s all about. have internal voices and when there 
back or not on the gas we had.” I’m still recovering. I’m in my 13th are no external limits those voices 
Dreilich has had other friends in year of sobriety. Nobody should be expand. You’ve heard of the terms 
the RCMp who were killed in the Eugene Oros at Teslin Lake, a ‘sheep standing by themselves,”’ “bushed’ or ‘bush fever.’ It’s like 
line of duty but Buday’s death was he said. that, social isolation. And Oros lived 
the only one in which he had a per- in the harshest of social isolation,” I 
sonal involvement. NOT A WEEK goes by that Vernon he said. 
“We each remember in our own Frolick isn’t reminded by somebody Descent Into Madness was first 
quiet way, at different times,” said of the death of Constable’ Michael published in 1993 by B.C.’s Han- 
Dreilich who has had contact over Buday. That’s because his book cock House. Frolick is in discus- 
the years with the other members of on Buday’s killer, Michael Eugene sions with Los Angeles movie in- 
Buday’s team. Oros, entitled Descent Into Madness, dustry representatives about doing a 
Roy Henry Vickers 
all that much fresher in a way that 
you don’t wish it to be,” he said. 
“He was really well liked, that’s 
for sure,” said Dreilich of the offi- 
cer. 
liquor licensing inspector in the Buday and himself. 
Kootenays, Dreilich’s last posting 
was with the RCMP detachment in 
Penticton. By coincidence, it’s also 
the first posting for his daughter. 
“That’s something,”saidDreilich. 
“It was my last detachment and now 
it’s her first.” 
TEN YEARS to the day Constable 
Mike Buday was shot by Michael 
northwest native artist Roy Henry 
Vickers visited the spot. 
He and RCMP Staff Sergeant Ed 
Hill had an idea that a commemora- 
tive piece of art work would not only 
recognize the sacrifice made by Bu- 
day, but would provide the start to 
raising the money needed for a ca- 
ROY HENRY VICKERS 
VERNON FROLICK 
“The incident in Alberta makes it noe journey called VisionQuest. remains a popular read. screenplay. 
.L 
I would like to take this opportunity, on behalf of all of 
the members and staff,of the Terrace RCMP detachment, 
to extend to the citizens of Terrace and the surrounding 
area our sincere appreciation for the amazing public sup- 
port that you have shown us during this most difficult 
time. 
, The unprecedented loss of our four comrades has deep- 
ly affected not only our members and their families but . 
the citizens of the entire country. 
The many cards, notes, and heartfelt expressions of 
support that we here in Terrace, so far away from the site 
of this tragic event, have received has once again shown 
to myself and our office that the citizens of this commu- 
nity are second to none. 
While our members and their families continue to deal 
with the impact of this event as we go forward with our 
day to day duties we are comforted by the knowledge that 
we have the support and best wishes of the incredible 
people of our community. It reinains a great privilege to 
serve you all. Once again, my sincere thanks. 
Inspector Marlin Degrand, 
Officer in Charge, RCMP Detachment, 
Terrace, B.C. 
No more Mr. Campbell - 
Dear Sir: 
I agree with Pete Weeber in his’recent letter that we 
need to look to the future and not be stuck in the past. But 
do we really want to move forward with a guy like Gor- 
don Campbell at the helm? 
Let’s compare the province to something I know a lot 
about which is the Canucks. Not so many years ago they 
were horrible. They had a bunch of overpaid underachiev- 
ers like Messier, Mogilny, and Bure. Still they couldn’t 
win. Then they hired Mike Keenan (who I like to compare 
to Gordon). He came in and fired everybody and wiped 
the slate clean. But at the end of it all, he was still a jerk 
and they had to get rid of him too. Only then could they 
start to rebuild. 
The Liberals give themselves credit for helping the 
xonomy. However if you take a closer look at how the 
budget was balanced you’ll see that it has been at the ex- 
pense of the most vulnerable in our society. Mr. Campbell 
went after the lowest paid workers in the health-care ser- 
vices and school support staff (mostly women). He has 
watered down WCB regulations in the employers’ favour 
;o now we have more accidents on the job and we have 
nore fatalities on the job (especially amongst young work- 
xs). He has been responsible for closing down schools 
dl over the province and opening more liquor stores and 
:asinos. He has changed the labour laws to allow school 
iged children to work up to 35 hours a week (if they have 
I four-day school week). 
I agree we need to be fiscally responsible, but I don’t 
igree that we need to cut from the bottom up. 
In spite of the Liberal’s rosy budget promises, I per- 
ionally will not forget how the Liberals have treated the 
working class people who built this province. 
Clay Dunsford, 
Terrace, B.C. 
~- 
/ I  
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
rddress is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
‘ou can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at 
rewsroom@terracestandard. corn. No attachmenis, please. 
iame, address andphone number requiredforve~~cat io~.  
I 
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Made with Saffron. 454 g. 
Product of B.C. 
Pull-Ups or Goodnites. 
L 
i I=RIQAY ONLY? 
Mlena's One Topping 
F d y  She Pizzas. 
Assorted varieties. 
Or try our Hawaiian 
or The Works for $9.99, ea. , SAFEWAY CLUB PRICE 
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Prices effective at all Canada Safeway stores Thursday, Mar, 17 thru Saturday, Mar. 19,2005. We reserve the right to limit sales to retail qUanfiiB. Some items may not be available at all stores. AI1 items while stocks last. Actual items may MIY slighWmm illUShti0nS. Some illustrations are serving suggestions only, Advertised prices do not include GST. 
@Trademarks of AIR MILES International Trading B.V., Used under license by Loyally Management Group, Canada Inc. and Canada Safeway Limited. 
Extreme specials are prices that are so low they are limle3 to a one time purchase to Safeway Club Card Members within a household. Each household can purchase the limited items one time during the effeclh dates. A household is defined by all Safeway Club Cards that are linked by the same address and phone number. Each household can purchase the 
MTREME SPECIALS during the specSed adveitisement dates. For purchases over the household limits, regular pricing applies to overlimit purchases. Extreme prices effective Mar. 17 -Mar. 19,2005. On BW ONE GET ONE FREE items, both items must be purchased. Lowesl priced item is then free. 
c 
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i Mining company executive 
questions NDP MP’s 1, claims 
Dear Sir: 
NDP MP Nathan Cullen 
Skeena-Buikley CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag continues his pisinforma- tion campaign agziinst the Tulsequah Chief mine proj- . ect and gets hisinformation . 
1‘ 
L 
, 
‘ 1  
, 
- wrong - once again. 
His recent published 
statements indicate that he is tive salmon habitat. tions involvement deenied 
supportive of any econom- He would have thrown appropriate by no less than 
ic development “that goes away the hundreds of man- the Supreme Court of Can- 
through ,“meaningful con- years of jobs that mine cre- ada. 
sultation” and will not harni ated and the huge benefit to That is far more extensive 
the environment. the Tahltan First Nation. consultation than any mine 
Then he slams Tu& And he obviously has no project past or existing in 
quah, which is our project, colnprehensioli of  the huii-  British Columbia. if Tulse- 
because “ building a road in dreds of kilometers of public quah doesn’t measure up to 
this pris!ine wilderness will highwilys and forestry roads Mr. Cullen’s standards then 
irreparably impact sensitive safely crossiiig salmon-bear- 1 submit there is no project 
salmon runs and effectively ing fish habi(;i( throughout that would do SO. So what’s 
wipe out a caribou herd.” his riding. left? Ecotourism? , I eagerly 
Clearly then Mr. Cullen I t  also makes one won- awliit his environmcntal plan 
could never have supported der what hr: considers to be for all those sustainablc jobs 
the Golden Bear gold mine meaningful conslllti1tion. in the northwest. 
which operated from 1988 I n  the case of Tulscquah Terry Chandler, 
to 2004 using a 155km road we are talking about scvcn President, 
into the same “pristine” wil- years of multi-jurisdictional Redfern Resourcts Ltd. 
derness and the same sensi- consultation and First Na- ,Vancouver T~~~ Chandler 
t 
t 
1 
I 
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Minister bullish on mining 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to set the 
record straight on the resur- 
gence of mining in B.C. 
During the NDP years, 
we lost half the jobs, half 
the mines, and industry was 
overregulated and over- 
taxed. Industry was living 
with arbitrary land use deci- 
sions that left them shaking 
their heads. This resulted 
in mining capital fleeing the 
province under the NDP. 
Since this government 
was voted in. we acknowl- 
’ The ‘Kaluni exploration The recently released Theohistory of the NDP 
project shows great promise mining plan clearly sets out was bad public policy and 
as a new gold and possibly the importance of positive bad decision-making. 
copper site. There was also and working relationships Happily that era is over. 
significant exploration ac- with communities and First Mining is back in BC, and 
tivity on the adjacent LCR Nations through support, a mining industry that is a 
property and on the Darda- consultation, and sustain- thriving, globally competi- 
nelle prospect on the Copper able long-term benefits. tive, safe and environmen- 
River. A Of Inin- tally responsible benefits all ‘ 
There is resurgence in ing in B.C. will take time, BritishCoiulnbians. 
coal activity. Northeast coal determination and commit- Pat Bell, 
Minister of State for transported by rail through ment on behalf of all parties the northwest corridor will involved - but our plan is Mining, provide business opportuni- working and we are seeing 
ties and jobs. I an unprecedented recovery. Victoria, B.C. 
: government. Mining invest- 
: ment in the northwest over 
: doubled from 2003 to 2004, 
: to over $55 million. 
golden 
I 
Dear Sir: 
Tonight the school board 
will make its decision on the 
school calendar for 2005- 
2006. The poor turnout at 
consultation meetings is 
a sign of the lack of real 
choice. 
Once again the deci- 
sion is really a question of 
where to make cuts to meet 
an inadequate budget. The 
, choice is either to continue 
the four day week or return 
+ to a five day weekLwith re- 
1 duced staffing, increased 
class size, reduced services, 
: fees for bussing, cuts to sup- 
‘ plies and resources, or any 
number of yet to be deter- 
; mined measures. Only when 
the district can truly afford a 
f i v ~  rlnv WPPC withniit hnv- .. .- ..-, ..--.-, .. __..--_ _.I. 
ing to cut somewhere else, 
will we really know what 
partners in education think 
about the four day week. 
Education was never the 
driver for the decision two 
years ago. It was not based 
on rigorous studies indicat- 
ing that students do better. 
No, the slim data available 
was mainly out of the US, 
who lags behind Canada in 
education results, and was 
mainly initiated to reduce 
bussing time and costs. Ed- 
ucation is not the focus this 
year either; it is stili-money. 
There has been a deepen- 
ing unhealthy preoccupation 
with money. The first lens 
is !always financial. Often 
there is no other lens. 
It is remarkable that even 
though the district went to a 
four day week to balance the 
, budget, now even that is not 
enough; a projected short- 
remains with that “choice.” 
The deficit amount depends 
on the substance of the fund- 
ing announcement. It is 
indefensible that in the de- 
veloped country of Canada, 
in a province headed into a 
so-called golden decade we 
can not “afford” to fund five 
days of school in a week. 
Veralynn Munson, 
Terrace and District 
Teachers’ Union, 
Terrace, B.C. 
fall of $206,000-$452,000 
10 YEAR 
ANN WERSARY 
SALE APRIL 9’” 
OPT 846 DOUBLE BED W/BUNK DEALER #5958 ‘O.A.C. Net Of Taw 
1 ’  
.‘Ready to go 
FIXED DATE elections may take a little fun out of politics but it gives the par- 
ties a leg up on planning. The provincial Skeena Liberals have now joined 
the NDP in opening a campaign office for the May7 7 vote in support of their 
candidate, Roger Harris. That’s campaign manager Mona Nester on the left 
with constituency association president Lael McKeown. The office is located 
on the corner of Greig and Kalum. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
I I 
Elections invalid 
after review’ board 
finds .big problems 
A LOST BALLOT box, con- Attempts to reconcile the of an KCMP investigation, 
fusion at the polls and dis- voting number discrepan- was the one containing iotes 
. crepancies over the number cies by examining the logs for national Nisga’a Lisims 
of people who voted have of signatures of, people who Government elections held 
been listed as reasons for voted were made under the at the same time as the vil- 
o v e d g  last fall’s coun- supervision of the review lage council elections. 
cil elections in the Nass Val- board. There was debate during 
ley village of Laxgalts’ap “This aforementioned the hearings over whether or 
search to reconcile signa- not it could also have con- 
ecision o f ’  the tures to the number of bal- tained villagei,council bal- 
cisions Review Board has the ,Nisga’a Elections Offi- c But because of discrep- 
resulted in new chief coun- cer and repeated by her legal ancies over overall voting 
cillor and council elections counsel revealed that con- numbers, the board ruled 
to be held March 21. trary to her earlier testimo- there was’ the possibility it 
In a seven-page decision ny, only 14 of the 16 people could contain village coun- 
released after reviewing who she claimed recast their cil ballots. > 
written submissions and oral vote appeared to have done Willard Martin defeated 
testimony, the board found so, tainting the credibility challenger Henry Moore for 
the Nisga’a Elections Officc of her entire testimony and the chief councillor position 
failed to meet standards and casting further doubt on the in the now-overturned Oct. 
expectations called for in results of the election,” the 2004 elections by 127 to 121 
legislation. setting out how board stated. votes. They face each other 
the Oct. 27, 2oq4 vote was The discrepancy in vot- again on.March 21. 
to be conducted. ing numbers proved impor- Moore was also one of 
The review board keyed tant for the review board be- three people to file com- 
on discrepancies in the re- cause of the closeness of the plaints with the review 
porting at different times by balloting. board over how the Oct. 
the elections office as to how The breaches of how the 2004 elections were held. 
many people actually voted. balloting was conducted Also filing complaints were 
The official declaration “were significant enough to Wanda Stevens, who was a 
of results listed 261 people have had a material effect on scrutineer on election day, 
as voting but later testimony the results of the election be- and Sylvia Stephens. Sylvia 
before the review board by cause the narrow margin of Stephens was also an unsuc- 
chief Nisga’a Elections Of- victory for Chief Council- cessful candidate for a’coun- 
ficer Rhonda Peal and her le- lor (six) votes and the mere cil position in the Oct. 2004 
gal counsel placed that num- seven votes: separating the elections. 
ber at 268 and then 287. closest unsuccessful coun- The Nisga’a Ad&& 
In part that was driven by cillor candidate cannot be trative Decisions Review 
the discovery during the vote trivialized when considering Board is an independent 
itself of a ballot misprint the cumulative effect of the entity established as part of 
which caused some con- unreconciled ballots, the lost the Nisga’a treaty provisions 
fusion. But 16 people had ballot box and confusion to examine actions and con- 
voted by that time, meaning in the polling station,” the sequences of Nisga’a agen- 
they needed to be contacted board stated. cies. Its three members in- 
and asked to vote again on The missing ballot box, clude chair Larry Guno who 
hand-corrected ballots. which became the sukject is a lawyer. 
’ (Greenville). 
nistrative De- lots counted as reported,by lots. 
’ 
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Why become an Exhibitor 
Qualified Visitors Attend our show 
75% attend with both decision makers 
70% have household incomes > $50,000 
65% own their own homes 
50% are in the 25-54 age bracket. 
*Thousands of Northern BC residents attend 
Consumer Shows are a tried and true method of creating maximum exposure 
Consumer shows are a cost effective direct marketing tool 
*The Prince George Home Builders Spring Show is a great place to market your 
product or service with 20,000 plus visitors and over 200 booths. 
300-1705 3rd Ave. Prince George 
Sharon.pgRbaOshawcrable.com 
Fax: 250-563-3815 
250-563-3306 ASSOCIAllON 
I I BUS: (8771 635-2404 I 
The deadline for application is March 25th, 2005. 
Late applications will be considered as space allows. 
For more information, please contact Laura Gosnell or 
Lisa McLeod at the Northwest Regional Office. 
Terrace, BC V8G 2W1 
Email gosnelll@unbc.ca or mcleodl@unbc.ca 
I ,  4741 ParkAvenue 
Ph 61 5-5578/1-800-697-7308 h 
i: 
I @nuall 
On March 25th, we will take 
“I used bikes on consignment for a I huge 1 day sale on March 26th. 
I Bikes must c) be in working order.* “ I 
> I *Details at McBike. Consignment bikes will OJ& be accepted on March 25th. I In the Lazeile Mini Mall 258-635-5225 e www.teamrncbike.com 
Regional Health Authorities 
to assume operation 
of Qutpost Hospitals 
, 
Responsibility for the operation of 
‘outpost’ hospitals in Blue River, 
Edgewood, Kyuquot, Alexis Creek, 
Atlin and Barnfield will transfer 
&om the Canadian Red Cross to 
Regional Health Authorities (RHAs) 
in August, 2005. 
The process will see Red Cross first 
transfer hospital operations to the 
Provincial Health Services Authority 
(PHSA) on April 1. PHSA will 
maintain operation of the hospitals 
while completing transitional details, 
then turn facility operations over to 
Regional Health Authorities in 
August. 
i 
1 
i 
i 
! 
The transfer aligns operation of the 
facilities with the province’s fhlly- 
integrated health care system, 
introduced in 2002. It also 
completes Red Cross’ gradual 
withdrawal ftom operating outpost 
hospitals, which once numbered 90 
across Canada. 
PHSA and-Regionsl Health 
Authorities recopke the important 
role that these hospitals have played 
- and will continue to play - in 
providing primary and emergency 
care in these remote communities in 
B.C. Residents should not anticipate 
any immediate changes to services 
provided. 
I1 
\L- < 
Should you have questions regarding this announcement, please contact: 
Charlotte Wardell, 604.675.7429 
??I 
x u  
P R O V I N C I A L  
Health Services 
A U T H O R I T Y  
Province-wide solution% B a r  health, 
Canadian Red Cross 
.‘ ’ . - .  . .  . .  . .  . . .  
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Money 
helps 
project 
sports 
A ONE MILLION dollar 
boost for the Terrace sport- 
splex fund will put some 
much needed cash into-city 
coffers as it continues its ef- 
forts to gather enough mon- 
ey to pay for the ballooning 
costs of the second sheet of 
ice project. 
The money comes from 
the provincial government’s 
Coniiiiunity Development 
Initiative - a fund made up 
of extra nioney the govern- 
ment has to spend by the end 
of the fiscal year. 
That means the city Will SKEENA MLh Roger Harris hands over a (ceremonial cheque worth one million 
be able to dePoslt that one dollars to Terrace mayor Jack Talstra. The city will be able to cash the real cheque 
nli~~ion i to its ~ccount by by the end of the month. The money goes to the building fund for the sportspiex 
the end of the month, says , Dreiect. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
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“CATCH T m  SPIRIT” 
. ..I . 
IOU- 
Here is where you can bedome a “CATCH THE SPIRIT” supporter 
Kick-off weekend - See a replica of the mural 
Friday, March 18 - 12noon to 4pm 0 Saturday, March 19 - 12dbon to 4pm 
4 Locations: Safeway, WalMart, Skeena Mall, Canadian 7ire 
Get your name on our “CATCH THE SPIRIT” 
“There might be some 
internal contribution of 
$500,000,” Talstra added. 
Even then, the city is still 
short $1.3 million. 
Bur both Talstra and fund- 
raising chairman Art Eras- 
mus are confident the recent 
$1 million grant is impetus 
to reinvigorate the public to 
reach into their pockets. 
“People have been com- 
ing UD to me and asking if 
2 W  WME DUWGO SLT4X4 
Keyless entry Power ivindoivs, locks and niirrors 
4.7L Magnuni V6 engine wfh 5-speed aufonelic transmission 
8e~f- in.cfass~~ power, torque and rowing capacily (properly equipped) 
Excepfional head, leg, shoulder 6 hip room in a// 3 rows ol seals 
Sfandard lourwheel disc anli-lock brakes On / o f f  road fires 
Up lo 29OOL (102.4 cubic ke f )  ol cargo space 
** 
7 1  
t PER MONTH FOR 48 MONTHS 
WITH ’4,700 DOWNPAYMENT 
OR EQUIVALENT TRADE 
‘0 SECURITY DEPOSIT 
“They’re saying we need 
to see some action and this 
$1-million is,action.” 
business and individuals to 
make up the shortfall. 
He’ll be looking to big . 
Art Erasmus 
I 
~~~ 
Wise customers read the fine print: t, tt, *, ”, These are limited time offers which may not be wmbined with any other offer and apply to retail deliveries on new in-stock 2005 vehicles and the 2004 Dodge Ourango SLT 4x4. 
Dealer order/trade may be necessary, Includes freight and excludes license, insurance, applicable taxes, registration, dealer charges. and $50 PPsk See dealer for complete details and conditions. Dealer may selflease for less. ‘0% purchase 
financing up lo 60 months on 2004 Dodge Durango models and up to 48 months purchase financing on 2005 Dodge Dakota and 2005 Dodge Ram 1500 models. Example: $25,000 @ 0% for 60/48 month term: monthly payment is 
$416.67/520.83, cost of borrowing is SO. and total obligation is 525,000. If customers choose 0% financing, they fwego additional incentives available to cash pmhasers. The effective interest rate factoriy in these incentives could be up to 
9%. Financing subject lo approval by Chrysler Financial. Chrysler Financial is a member of the DaimlerChrysler Services Canada Group. t Leases are based on 48 month terms for lhe 2004 Dodge Durango 26E + TXX.Tolal lease obligatioflinance 
interest rate for the Dodge Durango is: $23,808/$0 down; $23,794/$3,25ti down; $23,804/$4,700 down/(O%). Kilometers limited to 81,600; charge of $0.15/km for excess kilometers. l-t Leases are based Gn 36 month terms for the 2005 
Dodge Dakota Sport Club ST 4x4 24A and 2005 Dodge Ram Ouad Cab 1500 SLT 4x4 26G. Total lease obligatiodonance interest rate for the Dodge Dakota Sport Club ST 4x4 is: $12,924/$0 down; $12,933/$2,925 down; $12,928/$4,000 
down (O%).Total lease obligatiodfinance interest rate for the 2005 Dodge Dakota Sport Club ST 4x4 Plus is: $13,464/$0 down; $13.473/$2.925 down; $13,46W$4,000 down (0%). 
Total lease obligationifinance interest rate for the 2005 Dodge Ram Ruad Cab 1500 SLT 4x4 is: $15,408/$0 down; $15,413/$2,525; $15,428/$4,700 down (0%). Total lease 
~ obligation/finance interest rate for the 2005.Dodge Ram Ouad Cab 1500 SLT 4x4 LoneStar Edition is: $16,884/$0 down; $16,889/$2,525; $16.904/$4,700 down (0%). 
Kilometers limited to 61,200; charge of $0.15/km fw excess kilometers. Leases subject to approval by Chrysler Financial. “Cash purchase price applies only to the 2004 Dodge Durango 
26E + TXX, 2005 Dodge Dakota Sport Club ST 4x4 244 T d  2005 Dodge Ram Quad Cab 1500 SLT 4x4 266 and includes factory to dealer incenlks. RBased on Automotive News 
Classification. @Jeep is a registered tademark of DaimlerChrysler m t n n  used under license by DaimlerChrysla Canada lnc., a wholiy owed subsidiary of DaimlerChrysler Corporation. 
By 
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~ by'the RCMP 
MOM THAN 100 people 
gathered at Sacred Heart 
Parish March 10 to remem- 
ber the four RCMP officers 
murdered the week before in 
Alberta. 
Father TeGBrock  said 
the memorial mass- also 
served as a way to show sup- 
port for the police force. 
"We had the pictures of 
the7officers who were killed 
on display," he added, of the 
mass held the same day as a 
massive memorial service in 
Edmonton. 'r 
Planning for the Thurs- 
day night mass began sev- Marlin Degrand 
eral days before, leading 
Father Brock to think that if more notice had been possible, 
more people would have attended. 
The hspector i'n charge of the local RCMP detachment 
says he and his officers have been overwhelmed by the sup- 
port received since the March 3 shooting death's of four con- 
stables in Alberta. 
j "There have been phone calls, flowers dropped off and 
donations of money for trust funds for the families of the of- 
"Everyone that has come to our front counter has had 
some kind words for the members and staff here and we 
can't go out without somebody saying something," he said. 
"We really appreciate the support we've been receiving 
for the job being done by our officers," Degrand added. "It's 
one of those things that gives a positive to what is an awful) 
event."' 
The deaths of the Alberta officers at ,the hand of one man 
is the greatest single loss of life from one incident experi- 
enced by the RCMP since the Northwest Rebellion of 1885. 
Local officers and others gathered at the detachment 
March 10 to watch $e nationally-televised memorial service 
in Edmonton attended by Prime MinisterJPaul Martin and 
Governor-General Adrienne Clarkson. ~ 
, 
* ficers," Inspector Marlin Degrand said last week. 
) 
1 <School gets', I >  
earthquake 
I I 
proof work 
'; ByDUSTINQUEZADA - 
THORNHILL JUNIOR Secondary School is to receive $1.8 
million in seismic upgrades, aft 
"high priori@! assessment listin 
The Thoy'nhill'school is the o 
~ tain School District on the initial list of 72 schools to receive 
W o  other area schools, Parkside Secondary in Terrace 
and Mount Elizabeth Secondary School in Kitimat, were 
also placed on the priority list but didn't rank as high as 
The construction, aimed at preparing the 30-year-old 
school in the event of an earthquake, is to b'egin next year. 
Exactly when it would start isn't yet known, said Chuck 
Morris, director of facility services for the school district. 
Ideally the upgrades would be done during the summer 
break, but he added it could be done during the school year 
without interruption. 
"(The construction) can be carried on in the afternoon as 
long as the area is hoarded off and safe," Moms said. 
Education ministry official Corinna Filion said an en- 
gineering assessment concluded the school needed a steel 
Specifically, she said the bracing between the columns 
and the open-web steel joist in the roof would be fixed. 
The provincial government decided to check all the 
schools in every district to test them for their ability to with- 
stand earthquakes. 
Each school's structural integrity was checked by engi- 
neers, who ranked each building need based on the number 
of high-risk components, the seismic hazard zone and soil 
tY pes 
Skeena MLA Roger Harris made the annbuncement i i  a 
release on March 7. 
Dighton Haynes, Thornhill Junior Secondary's principal. 
said it was too early to tell what to expect. 
"I'm pleased to find out about the improvements, but 1 
don't know what it'll mean to the school." 
Parkside Secondary School principal Doug Viguers also 
said it was too early to comment on his school's exclusion 
from the inirial list. 
In his release, Harris said the B.C. Liberals will fix more 
than 700 schools over the next 15 years or sooner as part of 
the province's $1.5-billion plan to make B.C. schools more 
earthquake safe. 
The commitment, which includes a further $70 in seismic 
upgrades in 2006-07, was made this spring. 
But, with a May 17 provincial'election, the program may 
be caught in political limbo. 
Provincial NDP leader Carole James supports seismic up- 
grading, but questioned the methods of the governing Liber- 
als. 
"This is the second time they've made this announcement 
and it comes before an election," she said by phone. "I think 
the bigger question is their record and lack of support for 
education." 
Harris, interviewed at the opening of the George Little 
House on March 10 said the looming election was irrele- 
vant. 
"What (James) said is what people don't like about poli- 
tics,'' he said. "The sooner we get schools done, the better for 
the community." 
11 improvements across the province. 
. Thornhill Junior. 
. structural upgrade. 
' 
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BLACK KNOT FUNGUS 
What Should We Do? 
It was about four years ago today. Dad and I wen 
pruning fruit trees for one of our costumers in thi 
Landfear Hill area of town when we discovered smal 
rough, black lumps 1-8" in length growing all over thl 
branches of a plum tree. After closer examination ani 
some research we discovered it to Black Knot Fungu 
(Dibotryon morbosum), which is severe on plums anc 
can also infect cherry ;trees, including the Purple Lea 
Sand Cherries (Prunus x cistina). Black Knot spores fom 
in warm wet wea!her, 55-75 degrees, and generally don' 
appear for 6 months to a year after infection. The fungul 
is spread by water dripping from infected branches ontc 
healthy ones, by birds, clothing transferring spores b 
rubbing on branches, or by not disinfecting your prunin! 
tools regularly. Unfortunately Black Knot has become ai 
epidemic in the Terrace area since we first discovered i 
4 years ago, despite our efforts to remove and bum all o 
the infected branches wejound. 
So what can you do as a home pwner 
to minimize the impact of Black Knot? 
Here is the solution: 
Prune off infected branches 6 below infected areas. 
Burn or bag and dispose of all infected branches a! 
soon as possible. 
Disinfect your pruning tools regularly when pruning 01 
infected tree and in between trees. 
Do riot prune in the rain or when branches are wet. 
When pruning infected trees wash clothes beforc 
touching healthy trees. 
Spray infected trees with lime sulphur at 100ml/l o 
water at the dormant stage, and then spray again wit1 
wettable sulphur at full bloom and in the fall. 
Infected trees left uncared for will die, and in the meal 
time will spread to neighboring trees. Because there is nc 
total cure for Black Knot our only defense as a cornmunit! 
is to control what is already here and try to minimize thc 
spread and damage. If you have any questions pleast 
feel free to call Uplands Nurser$ at 635-2603. We woulc 
be happy help you. 
> 
10% OFF 
FELCO 
PRUNING SHEARS 
.Trees & Shrubs *Tiirf 
.Annuals 
*Perenn ials *Specialty R ododendrons 
.Garden Sup lies R 
635-2603 Cypress Conlnctlnp 
l838 Highway 16 West, Terrace 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT - MUST BE OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE 
I 
To place your Community Classified a 
1 
1 
Community ;:;;;:;n:-g:~g~~ classifleds@bccommunltynews.com i C I ass i fi e d s www.communityclassifleds.ca 
SKEENA MALL ... 
is current1 accepting resumes for a 
OFFICE POSITION.. 
able to type a minimum of 50 words 
per minute and obtain excellent 
computer skills (Excel, Word, Quicken & Publisher) are a must. 
The applicant will have knowledge in Accounting & Marketing 
and be extremely organized. Good communication skills and 
the ability to work outside the part time hours are required. 
Individuals interested should drop off their resumes in person to 
the Skeena Mall Office during Office hours. (no faxes or phone 
calls please). 
FULL TYME 
The successful candidate must be 
M - A - L - L  
Every Canadian loves , 
a chbllenge, right? 
On average, each Chadian produces five tonnes of 
greenhouse gases a year. Driving, heating and cooling our homes, 
using appliances,. .almost anything we do that uses fossil hels for 
energy also creates greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. And these 
emissions are causing our climate to change. 
Take the One-Tonne Challenge - reduce your energy use and 
your GHG emissions by 20%, or one tonne. You'll save money, 
and help to protect our climate and our air quality. 
Get your Guide to the One-Tonne Challenge. 
Visit climate&ange.gc.ca or call 
1 800 0-Canada (1 800 622-6232), TTY 1 800 465-7735 
-  
I 
ii 
One-Tonne Challenge action on climate change 
Government Gouvernement m*B of Canada du Canada 
I 
1 . .  
Canad3 
BUSINESS REVIEW 
THE CITY of Terrace is negotiating a deal that will see it puchase this building at the 
corner of Eby St. and Hwy 16 from CN Rail. It used to be a foreman's house. I SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO ' City to buy old CN 
forema-n's house > 
By JEFF NAGEL concerns it might be demol- 
THE CITY is finalizing a ished. 
deal to buy an old CN Rail The building itself is 
building near the start of the sturdy, noted city councillor 
Grand Trunk Pathway. David Hull. 
The old section fore- "Why, tear it down if you 
man's house was originally can find some civic use for 
located at Kwinitsa Station, it?" he asked. 
about two-thirds of the way The land is being rezoned 
to Prince Rupert. from heavy industrial to park 
The city will pay around and recreation, to fit with 
$20,000 for the quarter acre the rest of the Grand Trunk 
of land. Pathway. 
City planner David Block The sale continues CN's 
said the price reflects the efforts to divest itself of sur- 
value of the land, with the plus land. 
building thrown in for free. Block said there are no 
The old bunkhouse immediate plans to make 
housed railway employees use of the building. 
who worked the line in the But he did note that lo- 
late 1940s or early 1950s. cation could well become 
Another possible home 
suggested for it is the Hwy 
16/37 intersection, however 
Block said it appears a deci- 
sion on the future of the in- 
tersection from the ministry 
of transportation are several 
years away. 
ministry of transportation 
couldn't commit to anything 
out there," he said. 
The existing tourist info- 
centre has become harder to 
access since the creation of 
the new intersection at Wal- 
Mart. 
If land is developed 
across the highway from 
1Wal-Mart, Block added, fur- 
ther intersection changes are 
"The problem 'is the ~ 
I Block said it was moved a temporary home at some likely necessary that 'may 
' here from Kwinitsa in the 
early 1970s. tourism infocentre. infocentre impossible. 'i 
Local heritage advocates 
point in the future fori the make tourist access to the 
called for the preservation of 
the building last year anlid 
Drug 
store 
chain to 
ren oyate 
ARCHITECTURAL plans 
submitted to the city on 
behalf of the Shoppers 
Drug Mart chain show it 
is planning an extensive 
redesign of its new location 
on Lakelse Ave. 
Drawings of the chain's 
vision for the new outlet 
were submitted to city coun- 
cil Feb. 28 as part of its ap- 
plication for a development 
permit. 
The development permit 
calls for significant changes 
to the exterior of the build- 
ing both at the front and the 
rear, parking lot upgrades 
and landscaping around the 
property. 
Its new location, where 
the now-closed Bargain 
Shop once was, will essen- 
tially be gutted and undergo 
an interior rcdesign. 
It will create an 18,OOO 
square foot space for the out- 
let and reserve 4,000 square 
feet on the east side of the 
location to sublease to an as 
yet unknown retail outlet. 
The plans include rede- 
signing the entrance to the 
building including a sepa- 
rate entrance for the smaller 
retail space, says city plan- 
ner David Block. 
"Within the next month 
you should see some activity 
there on the building, reno- 
vati?ns and the landscap- 
ing," says Block 
He expects the company 
to submit its building permit 
application within the next 
two weeks. 
Shoppers Drug Mart has 
not, however, indicated its 
Dlanned ouening date of the 
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Point. Click. It's that\\quick! I s  
C 
Check out the Canada Revenue Agency's Web site 
for all the answers to your income tax questions. 
cra.gc.ca 
0 
(% 
1 PER MONTH FOR 24 
MONTHS WITH ONLY 
L:SEFoR 9399 $1,999 DOWN 
$450 Security Deposit Required. 
$36,684' OR CASH PURCHASE FOR 
Offan include Truck Badliner. SZODO Osalar Cash, Air Tu and Frslpht of $1250. 
\ 
1 PER MONTH FOR 24 
MONTHS WITH ONLY 
I $450 Security Deposit Requimd. 
$2,499 DOWN 
LEASE $3 9 9 
\ $38,954' OR CASH PURCHASE FOR 
Offers Include Truck Bedliner. $2000 Dealer Cash, Air Tax and FreigM of $1250. 
I 
new location, Block says. 
And details of its pur- t 
> 
. .  . 
WHEN YOU PURCHASE OR LEASE A 
2005 RANGER, F-150 OR SUPER DUTY 
YOUR CIIQICE FROM A CQMPLEPP 
LINE OF GENUINE FORD ACCESSORIES. 
Keyless Entry Pad, Moulded Splash Guards, Side 
Window Deflectors, Bed Tent, Soft tonneau Covers 
and more... See Dealer for complete list. 
SPECIAL VEHICLE PACKAGE [SVP] , 
Includes Premium cloth 'captain's chairs with 
dual lumbar adjustment, Two tone paint, Chrome 
running boards, Upgraded 17"aluminum wheels, 
Electronic shift-on-fly. 
"WE KEEP THINKING ABOUT VALUE, 
BECAUSE W E  WANT YOU TO DRIVE A FORD." 
LIMITED TIM E 0 FFERS. 
chase of the Northem Drugs 
chain have still not emerged, 
plete earlier this month. 
though the sale was credit $ L W ' A M 2 6 9 , M  paw? o( equWent bade. R r s t  monm's payment and S5OS3M securl- 
ly depmi required, Total lease obligalim is S11,57jP$l2,07~9,953, residuil of S27.127.75/s29,0i7.70/$14,369.70, plus applicable taxes. h e  mnditions and a mileage resk%n of 40.000160.000 km over 24/36 months apply to all IeaSe offers. A dame of 8 cents per kin ova mileage res tk th  ;rpelaxes. plus a p p l W  taxes. Lease otters indude 52,oOO 
Dealer Cash on F-150 SuperCab & SuperCrevr. S1.ooO Red Carpet Lease d h  on Ranger Edge and air tax and freight of S1.2501s1.150. Lease offers exd& licence. insurance, adminimtion fees and all o l e r  applicable taxes. 2)cash Purchase a new 2005 F-150 Supercah XLT 4x4 with a Special Vehicle Package (81,650 value), 4.6L engine. autMMUc bans- 
mission and bedliner WOO valueyF-150 Supercrew XLT 4x4 with a Special Vehicle Package (Sl.500~lue). 5.4L ensine. automatic transmission and bedliner ($303 valw)&nger Edge Supercab 4x2 W i l  automtic bansmission, air condlinp and bedliner 62Ol value) fw 536.684p538.@89/$23,970.T~axes payable on full m n t  of purchase PffCe. Purchase 
offers Include $2.wO Dealer Cash on F-150 SuwCab 8 SuFerCrew and air fax and freight of $1,25O/S1,150 and exclude licence. Insunnce. administration fees and all other appiicable Waxes. '0% purchase IiMncing on all new 2005 Ford F.150 under 8500 Gvw for a maximum Of 48 mmS. on aF?Jroved credit from Ford Oedii. E.p. $30,000 at 0% mual 
percentage rate. mfflthiy payments S625 for 48 monw. cost 01 bonowwng is SO and total to be repaid is $3O,ooO. The effective rate of interest is 0%. This is a sample calculatbn oniy. tGet S1,WO vmrth of selected Genuine bd-httwrized Tntck Accessories at no.exba charge With the purchase o( lease of a new 2005 model Ranger, i-150. F-250 and F-350 
Super outy (excluding mn-chassis cab models). Ask ywr dealer for a complete list 01 available accessaties. Dealer may sell or lease for less. Limned time offers Off& may be changed at any time moui notice. All offers are mutually exclusive and cannot be mbined.AIImY 8-10 weeks delnrery on factory orders. %me mnicms apply. %e Wer for details. 
What will happen to the 
Northem Drugs location 
in the Skeena Mall and the 
Northern Health Care outlet 
and pharmacy located in the 
Park Ave. medical building 
has not been released by the 
company. 
ERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250) 635-4984 
@QTEM FORD Fax (250) 635-2783 Toll Free 1-800-463-1128 DL #5548 
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Accident victims 
lucky to be alive, 
police state 
THE OCCUPANTS of two vehicles that col- Although the police investigation is on- 
lided in an early morning crash are lucky to be going, which means some information must 
alive, say police? ~ remain confidential, McKenna said that al- 
“Several occupants in one vehicle were se- coho1 was a factor with both drivers. 
-riously injured,” said Cpl. Brendan McKenna 
of Terrace RCMP. the car’s airbags deployed, which is why 
“Everyone involved is lucky there was not they’re still alive, McKenna said. 
one fatality or a couple of)fatalities.” 
A compact car was carrying five young 
people while just the driver was in a small 
pickup truck when the collision took place at 
the corner of HwylG East and River Drive at 
about 2:45 a.m. on March 4. 
Terrace RCMP, the Tcrrace Fire Dept., the 
Thornhill Fire Dept. and the BC Ambulance 
Service responded to the accident to discover 
the car’s occupants. two 18-year-olds, two 
20-year-olds and one 21-year-old, and the 49- 
year-old t n k k  driver, suffering from non-life 
threatening injuries. 
All six were transported, to hospital for 
- ,Everyone was wearing seatbelts and” 
He believes the car was totalled. 
McKenna said one person was still in 
hospital on March 9 and a couple were re-’ 
leased Mar. 8. 
He speculated’ one passenger from the 
compact car would still be recuperating 
from injuries in May. 
That’s when McKennn believes the po- 
lice investigation will be completed and 
charges will be laid. 
He anticipates charges will be laid 
against both drivers. 
He plans to recommend charges of im- 
paired driving and impaired driving taus- 
treatment. ing bodily harm to prosecutors. ”_ 
Magic man 
MARC TARDrFF has the close attention of Kay- 
la Bolduc as he performs magic at the March 5 
Sugar Shack held at Heritage Park, Sponsored by 
the Canadian Parents for French and local Franco- 
phones the event drew a good crowd for food and 
entertainment. 
DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Worlkers tackle sawmill blaze 
and prevent much damage 
T;IRE RIPPED through the chip area of Skeena Sawmills the night of March 
10, but thanks to the quick action by sawmill workers, the damage was mini- 
“When the first aid attendant came out of his shack and saw it, lie said 
he saw flames over 20 feet high,” said Lt. Dave Jephson of the Terrace Fire 
Department. Terrace and Thornhill Fire Departments and paramedic crews 
responded to thefire immediately to discover sawmill workers already fight- 
ing the fire, which was almost under control. 
“I want to make note to the workers at the mill, due to theirquick action 
and work procedure, put the bulk of it out and saved the company horren- 
dous amounts of damage,” Jephson said. 
“They already had two charged lines (hoses) and were flowing water 
from different are& of the building.” 
When emergency crews arrived, the fire was confined underneath the- underway. 
electrical areas. Thirty-five firefighters from bothodepartments extinguished 
the fire within 45 minutes. Jephson said they responded immediately upon 
being called, although the call came through slower than it could have be- 
cause workers at the mill were first making sure everybody was OK. 
“They were all shocked at how fast we got there,” Jephson said of the 
sawmill staff. “I know there was a bit of a delay’tbecause the person who 
called was making sure everyone was safe.” 
Jephson said the first thing he did was ensure that the sawmill workers 
were safe and in no danger. One employee was taken to hospital with smoke 
inhalation but Jephson believes he was released soon after. 
The department is used to fires at mills due to the nature of the business, 
especially during dry summer months, he said. 
’ 
“We go to chip fires and s’awdust fires which is why the [sawmill employ- 
ees] were so fast with their own crews because it does happen,” he said. 
Jephson said the cause of the fire is unknowii and the investigation is 
He said he’s not sure if combustion is an issue<but hat the environment is 
. mal. 
‘ 
. 
L 
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dry and a spark can easily turn into a blaze. 
t 
Crimestoppers offers a cash reward of up to $2,000.00 for information 
leading to the arrest and charger belng laid against this or any other 
unsolved Crime. If you have any Information call CRIME STOPPERS at 635 
TIPS, that’s 635-8477. Callers will not be required to reveal their identity or 
testifv In court. CrimestoDwra door not subscribe to call dirDiav. 
Mobile Homes Travel 
1 -800-335-8088 
250-635-5232 
Fax: 250-635-3288 0 
4635 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (Next To SAAN)  ’’ ‘’ 
I !  / 
T H  E .  R E A L a C A N A D I A N  
I, ! .> 
! 
I 
General Mills 
'Cheerios 
Kraft 
salad dressing 
cereal, assorted varieties, 450 - 575 g 
095642F 
&349 each fresh field tomatoes 
product of Florida, extra large size 
;;esh 
carrots 
smoked pork 
picnic shoulder 
smoked boneless 
whole ham 
;hankless 
J57237 
naturally smoked 
051926 
I 8 8  
each 
President's ChoiceTM 
cooked peeled shrimp 
90 - 130 shrimp per bag, frozen, 454 g 
689873 
178 3.92nCg assorted varieties, pourable, 475 mL product of Canada or USA., 5 Ib bag 
53270 
Christie 
Ritz crackers 
057158T Fir81 2 par family purchaoe On combined varlcfle8 
no nameTM specialty 
mixed vegetables 
- RobinHood 
flour 
assorted varieties, 10 kg bag 
t 027941 Flrat 1 perlamllypurchase 
Purina Cat 
Chow cat food 
dry, hairball or regular, 3.2-4 kg 
017215 
14'' gourmet pizzas 
all meat, arden vegetable, 
BBO chiclen or deluxe, 
758-795 g 
063701F 8941 
I -7s E Z K s u e  no nameTM pieces & stems mushrooms family bread white or 60% whale wheat 
each 079462F 
284 mL 5/w=w0zz 3 x  144'sor3x230s 
to be .75 009652~ 049315 
r)s8 
Cascade dishwasher 
detergent 
President's ChoiceTM 
soft drinks 
gel, lemon, 3.35 L product of Canada, No. 2 grade, 20 Ib bag > w- - eacl 070789 each 54121 assorted varieties, regular or diet, 355 mL 026127F Flrrl? per family purchau On comblnrdvarlml!a 
I I 
Reactine 
10 mg tablets 
ExactTM antiseptic 
mouthwash 
Pampers 
mega diapers 
30s 
I 
460259 
assorted vajrieties, I L 
308185F 
assorted varieties and sizes 
661064T Flrsl4 per lamilypUfCha80 
Hamilton padded 
hammocki 
13 watt mini compac 
fluorescent bulbs 
Esso Extra 
motor oil 
includes sun shade, 
approximate size: 8 6 L  x 4 0 W  x 49H 
651292 ea& 263624 
Life @ HorneTM 
similar light output to a 60 watt incandescent 
light bulb, 2 pack 
great for lighting BBQ's and campfires 
1OW-30, 12 x 1 litre case ADVD 3826 
368985 560032 
172193 when yoi buy 2 
I 
Prices in effect until closing Saturday, March 19,2005 or while stock lasts. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Some items may have 'plus deposit andlor environmental charge' where applicable, 
I 
I i . +' 
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Food kb an k 
1 ’  demand dipls 
THE TERRACE Churches Food Bank distributed fewer 
bags of food to fewer people in February than it did last Feb- 
ruary, reports treasurer Dennis Brewer. 
The February 2005 count was 473 singles and families 
receiving 710 bags of food compared to 496 families receiv- 
ing 728 bags in February 2004. 
’ It’s part of an overall drop in demand which has seen 51 
fewer singles and families receiving food from October 2004’ 
to this February compared to October 2003 to Feb. 2004. 
In all, 1,741 ’singles and families received 2,642 bags of 
food so far in this food bank season compared to 1,796 fami; 
lies and singles receiving 2,682 bags of food from Oct. 2003 
to Feb. 2004. 
Most of that ‘difference was recorded this J anua j  and 
Brewer thinks that’s because of extremely cold weather that 
month and because the food bank distribution week took 
place at the same time that social assistance cheques went 
out. 
“And we may have reached the saturation p 
who are clients,” he added. 
Still, the food bank is preparing for a busy March distri- 
bution period which takes place this week. 
That preparation is based on the past year. Last March, 
for instance, 498 singles and families received 755 bags of 
< 
! 
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food. 
“We’re planning on at least 750 bags,” said Brewer of 
this week’s distribution which finishes tomorrow. 
The food bank accepts donations of cash and of non- 
perishable food items and draws its volunteers from area 
good supply of food is on hand that was 
’ “This community is very’ supportive. We’ve really ben- 
- 
purchased last month when there were good prices. 
efitted,” he said. 1 
“li”e 
terraceslandard.com 
Check out our OMS or cal l  638-7283 far advMllslng Information 
Looking for voters 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY College culinary arts instructor Dennis Thistle- 
waite was one of those responding to the Rock the Vote campaign van which 
visited the college’s Terrace campus March 10. Thistlewaite is on the voter’s 
list, but he’s registered under an address in the town he lived in before moving 
to Terrace. So he took the oppdrtunity to make an address change. Rock the 
Vote is a student-driven campaign to register more ,young people and to then 
encourage them to come out and vote. Young people are staying away from 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
the polls and that has ieople worried. , 
I 
Around Town 
Local student 
at UBC 
rebognized , 
KEVlN PERRAS of Terrace, and a student at the 
University of British Columbia, has been awarded 
a $2,500 scholarship from ICBC. 
The fourth-year physical therapy student is one 
of four to be so honoured. 
In a release, Perras said he was inspired to study 
physiotherapy when two of his friends suffered se- 
rious spinal cord injuries in different accidents - on 
the same day - while he was attending Caledonia 
Secondary School. 
“Physical therapy is a way of making a differ- 
ence in someone’s life by allowing them to regain 
function,” Perras said. “Its use of individualized 
treatment can return a sense of control and indepe- 
dence to patients.” 
The scholarships are offered to students entering 
their fourth year in programs leading to a bachelor 
of science in occupational or physical therapy that 
have graduated from high schools ouside the Lower 
Mainland. 
1, 
Wanted: ’your 
music fest 
memories 
cTHIS year the Pacific Northwest Music Festival 
celebrates its 40th anniversary and we want your 
stories, photos and memories of festivals past. 
In honour of this milestone in the festival’s his- 
tory, The Terrace Standard will be publishing sto- 
ries and photos submitted by our readers about their 
own experiences with the festival. 
Did you participate in the €estival in its early 
days? Did your festival experience influence your 
current career path? How about stage fright jitters? 
Did a certain teacher motivate you to perform to the 
best of your abilities? 
Write to us about your favourite stories or a par- 
ticular moment that sticks out in your memory and 
we will publish them on our website and in a spe- 
cial feature in our newspaper April 6, kicking off 
this year’s three-week extravaganza. 
If you have a special photograph to accompany 
your anecdote, please send it along. 
Try to keep your submissions to 250 words or 
less and be sure to include your name, address and 
phone number. 
You can e-mail your contributions to 
newsroom@ terracestandard.com, mail them to 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, BC, VSG 1R9, or drop 
them off at our front counter. 
-. 
0 
The deadline for submissions is March 3 1. 
Health care 
switching hands 
in six B.C. towns 
SIX TINY hospitals serving about 4,000 people in 
remote parts of B.C. will shift from the Canadian 
Red Cross to Regional Health Authorities soon. 
On April 1, hospital operations will first be trans- 
ferred to the Provincial Health Services Authority 
(PHSA), who will complete the transitional details 
before handing the services over to the Regional 
Health Authorities in August. 
The hospitals, which are already provincially 
funded, are staffed by one or two nurses in Atlin. 
Alexis Creek, Bamfield, Blue River, Edgcwood 
and Kyuquot. 
“We recognize the important role that these 
hospitals have played - and will continue to play 
- in providing primary and emergency care in these 
remote communities,” says Lynda Cranston, Presi- 
dent and CEO of the Provincial Health Services 
Authority. 
“It’s the view of PHSA and the.Red Cross that 
residents will benefit from being part of fully inte- 
grated health services.” 
Cranston says residents of affected communities 
shouldn’t anticipate any immediate changes to their 
services. 
Leslie Dunning, General Manager of Red Cross 
in Western Canada, says the Red Cross will con- 
tinue to be there for residents of affected commu- 
nities in the event of a disaster, or in response to 
requests for training in first aid, water [safety and 
abuse prevention. 
Twenty-four permanent and casual employees 
will be affected by the transfer. 
The transfer completes Red Cross’ gradual 
withdrawal from the operation of outpost hospitals, 
which once numbered 90 across Canada. 
Trio of choices 
for music lovers 
[F MUSIC’S your thing, this weekend Terrace is 
he place to be. 
There are three choices for Friday night. For 
ill the details, see page B2’s music listings in the 
3 ty  Scene section. 
BY forniancc of Debbie Toovcy’s song dedicated to 
DUSTIN QUEZADA Little. I 
TERRACE‘S CELEBRATION of George Little Back i I t  the George Little HOUSC, the (lily’s 
was a, big succc8s. CVelitS continued with skits iind COstllliics rcllcct- 
The inaugllrid Founder’s Day, March IO. \viis ing the 1930s. 
i\ day-long celebration highlighted by the opening But the most anticipated and attended part \\tiis 
to the public of Little’s restored former housc. to conic. Just ilftcr 5:30 p.ni., the first trilin iirhrcd 
The housc was iiiovcd from its fornier loci\tion at the new station with a (well-known) surprisc 
at the south sidc of the tracks on Hall SI. to its new passenger - George Little. 
place on Kalum Si. just south of Greig Ave., as CBC Radio personidity Russell Bowers h i d  
part of a comniunity collaboration. interviewed “Little” on the train from KitwiIIigil 
The fully restored two-storey building will !hiif jncluded several Terracc Iuniinaries and event 
now house the Terrace ,Tourism Society upstairs, sponsors. 
the George Little House Society ilnd a Via Rail Terrace Little Theatre actor Garnett Doell. who 
station waiting room on the main floor and a pot- got to play Little because “he was the only male 
ter’s den downstairs. actor that showed up,” could attest lo the large 
Spirits were not dampened by the day’s steady crowd gathered at the tracks. 
rain, judging by the continuous Row of visitors to “1 got an incredible rush of zdrenaline as the 
the house, opened for tours at 10 a.m. train approached when I saw all those people 
House staff, adorned in 1930s garb to go along lined up,” he said. 
with decorations and music from the same era, “Little” emerged last from the traiwwith a bou- 
encouraged visitors to sign a log book and tour quet of flowers for his wife Clara on their wcd- 
the house. ding anniversary. 
Festivities continued with afternoon tea at the With much less fanfare, the first passengers 
newly-named George Little Lounge at the Coast heading to Prince Rupert boarded the Via Rail 
Inn of the West. train. 
The tea sitting featured a re-inactment of The procession moved to the front of the house 
George Little’s wedding and the first public per- 4 1  where Little and Mayor Jack Talstra then ad- 
1 
dressed thc crowd from the house’s front porch. 
With Little‘s gri1Iidson Bill i1nd 200 or SO 0th- 
crs. nioslly looking on from under tiie temporary 
riiiii shelter, “1,ittle” recounted thc cilrly ycilrs in 
’TtrriIcc, including his i\rri\tilI i\nd his opening O[ 
the city’s first siI\VIilill i n  191 I .  
b ~ t i  to scc \ithiit hiis hcco11ic ofthc city IO0 yciirs 
IiItSr. 
Miiyor Tillstra tillked about the project’s birth, 
when tlic ‘Ksnn Society offered to donate thc 
building if i t  was restored. He thilnkcd IIXIIIY for 
their efforts - i n  particular Marvin Kwiatkoski, 
Ross Milnthmp and Coun. Rich McDaniel - for 
their help in the comniunity collaboration. 
The cost of the project totalled $878,OOO, which 
Wils covered by the city, a 16/37 community granl 
and corporate sponsors. 
The remaining $25,000 will be used to further 
restore the house’s exterior. 
Little’s house, designed by )his wife and built 
by his brothers in 1914, was then officially re- 
opened with a ribbon-cutting ceremony. 
“Little,” Talstra and McDaniel had the priv- 
elege of snipping the red ribbon. 
The mayor, honoured for his role.in the project, 
told the crowd he expected the house to anchor the 
tourist zone for the community into the future. 
f 
HC \vcllt 011 IO say I ~ O W  prot~d Little t ~ o t ~ l d  hiIVC 
GEORGE LllTLE was the last to emerge from the first train to arrive at the 
new station located behind his namesake house. 
CBC RADIO’S 
Daybreak North 
_.announcer Rus- 
sell Bowers talks 
with George Little- 
for-the-day actor 
Garnett Doell on the 
train from Kitwanga. 
SEORGE LllTLE HOUSE Society staff, from left, Donna Stach, Roxy 
-ong and Lisa McEvoy turn back the clock in 1930s-era clothing. 
VISITOR Elizabeth 
Thorpe was one of 
many to arrive early 
and record her visit in 
the house log book 
(left). 
THE MUSIC of Rene 
Therrien, left, and 
Rene Lucier kept 
spirits upbeat despite 
the rain outside. 
DUSTIN QUEZADA 
PHOTOS 
MAYOR Jack Talstra 
and Jennifer Lewis, 
of the Terrace 
Tourism Society, in 
vintage dress on a 
long-anticipated day 
for both. 
Hard work comes full circle 
B$ DUSTIN QUEZADA Education cutbacks had eroded the 
EFFORTS TO keep the band programs funding for music and, says Jones, 
for elementary school students. alive without the younger kids learning to 
and well are starting to pay dividends. play, the senior band was jeopardized 
Last Thusday and Friday marked a as well. 
confirmation that Terrace’s music com- On Thursday, March 10, the 
munity can lookl’forward to a healthy Caledonia Secondary School senior 
big band in the future. band played to their younger counter- 
And the community should be proud parts, and it marked the first group’s 
of its investment, says Wayne Jones. graduation to the senior level since 
“We know scienfically that mu- measures were brought in to save the 
sic makes you smarter,” said Jones, elementary programs. 
of the Dare to Dream Foundation. “If One of those measures was on dis- 
you lose that foundation, then the rest play the next day, Friday, March 11, ~ 
crumbles.” when the Grade 6 and 7 musicians had 
CLARINETIST Yvette Bos, of the Terrace Big Band, takes Dare to Dream, a non-profit, vol- their annual band retreat. 
Grade 7 students from area elementary schools through an unteer organization set out in 2000 to The band camp consisted of both in- 
individual workshop on March 11. make sure that the Grade 6 and 7 bands dividual and mass band learning. 
DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO could prosper. Continued Page B3 
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HANKY'S: Tues. karaoke, free foosballrWed. 
karaoke, free poolAliurs. college games night/ 
Fn.-Sat. dance niusic & door prizes/Sun. li,ve band 
THORNHILL, PUB: Karaoke Sunday nights. 
THE TERRACE LEGION: Friday night music 
or karaoke, Saturdays meat draw and jam sessions 
from 4-6 p.m. 
' 
< - Live Music 
H Celtic Rain, a livc Irish music band from Princc 
Rupert performs at The Kiva on the Northwest 
Community Collcgc campus Friday, March 18. 
An interactive show to celebrate SI. Patrick's 
Day. Tickets available at the door only. Adult 
Admission is $10, students and seniors pay $8. 
Doors open at 7 p.m., show starts at 8 p.m. 
The Royal Canadian Legion Branch #13 
Dresents All Hail the Queen: A Tina Turner 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
William Casey Hutter Jenny Theresa Hofer 
Date & time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 21,2005 at 11:24 a.m. Feb. 28,2005 at 11:33 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 12 02. Weight: 6 Ibs. 12 oz. 
Sex: Male 'Sex: Female 
Parents: Parents: 
Cyndi Lockyer & Jeremy Hutter Anke & Alexander Hofer 
"L/tt/e brother for lordy" "Uttle slster for Trisbn 
& lo-Anne" 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Keith Anthony Hayden 
Myles Wesley Zachary Antonio Carlyle 
Date & Time of Birth: Date (Ir Time of Birth: 
Feb. 26,2005 at 11:04 p.m. March 2, 2005 at 9:01 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 15 02. Weight: 7 Ibs. 10 02. 
Sex: Male Sex: Male 
Parent: Parents: 
Tiara Stanley & Keith Wesley Dianna & Mike Carlyle 
"Uttie brother for Taylor" 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Willow Diana-Elaine Georgelin 
Chiara lsabella LeVesconte Date & Time of Birth: 
Date & Time of Birth: March 3,2005 at 8:19 a.m. 
Feb. 27, 2005 at 1:20 a.m. Weight: 8 Ibs. 2 oz. 
Sex: Female Weight: 8 Ibs. 6 02. 
Sex: Female Parents: 
Parents: Nicole & Ke;ly Georgelin 
Jennifer €4 Phil LeVesconte "Little sister for Raven, 
Summer & Ocean" "Uttle slster for ?)man" 
Join the Northe'rn Drugs' Baby Club and 
your newborn will receive their first 
stork report and 
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From B1 TERRACE YOUTH 
SOCCER ASSOCIATION 
is looking for 
Coaches for the 2005 season! 
(Season lasts May - September) 
Positions open in all divisions. 
U-6 up to U-18; boys and girls 
Making 
music 
The band camp con- 
sisted of both individual 
and mass band learning. 
This year, Dare to Dream 
organizers brought three 
professional musicians, 
along with other local 
artists, to tutor the bud- 
ding talents. - 
On Friday, :sing the 
R.E.M. -Lee p-eatre 
and arooss at adjacent 
Caledonia Secondary 
School, 130 Grade 6 stu- 
dents and over 90 Grade 
7 students took part in 
the tutorials. 
“From the second- 
ary school kids, to thc 
local performers, to tlic 
professionals we bring 
in, (the younger kids) 
can see what lies ahead 
of them,” said Jones. 
“They’re here today, and 
they see where they can 
be tomorrow.”’ 
The band retreat’s 
culmination was a grand 
finale performance at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Fri- 
day night. 
Along with the skills 
developped in the work- 
shops, the experience 
of playing in front of 
a crowd will help ease 
some possible nervous- 
ness for future shows, 
like the upcoming pa- 
cific Northwest Music 
Festival. 
635-5225 I 
Lazelle Mini Mall 
Contact Chris: 635-9227 
din  dse th atelus. net 
2005 Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation 
March 01 /’ Donna Wagner 
March 02 CorbEtt Janes 
March 03 Brian Brennan 
March 04 Yvonne Bohn 
March 05 Bruce Campbell 
March 06 Sharlene Lindstrom 
March 07 Cod Haines 
March 09 Leonor Practicante 
March 10 Jennifer Wraight 
March 11 Wilfred Bennett Sr. 
March 12 
March 13 Bob Marcellin 
March 14 Kevin Fell $50 
March 15 Dianne Johnson $50 
March 16 Ryan McColman $50 
March 08 Jim & rown 
Terry or Martha Maki 
I 
Bertha Prinz and Bob Goodvin. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
Special night fit for 
a King and Queen z900 $50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
I i Street - was filled to capaci- 
ty. Terrace Elk member John 
Wiebe, started the evening, 
with a lovely grace, then din- 
ner was served. After spend- 
ing all day in the hall. the 
ladies of the Kinettc’s put 
out a wonderful, delicious 
dinner, appreciated by all. 
The evening continued 
with many prizes handed out 
- all donated by local mer- 
chants. Then it was time for 
the special event: the picking 
of the 2005 King and Queen 
of Hearts. 
Playing cards are handed 
out to all the seniors, and the 
lucky persons to receive the 
.king and queen of hearts are 
then crowned as such. 
This year’s lucky couple 
was: 2005 King of Hearts 
Bob Goodvin and 2005 
Queen of Hearts Bertha 
Prinz. 
Many thanks to all who 
put out this effort for a won- 
derful and appreciated day, 
enjoyed by all. 
t i  
(’ Who - 
What - a presentation on women’s 
Simon Fraser University history 
professor Lara Campbell 
survival strategies during the 
Great Depression of the 1930s 
i I  
Where - Room 2002 of Waap Haawk 
(Birch) Building 
I When - March 18,2005 at 4 p.m. YVONNE MOEN 
THE KINETI’E CLUB of 
Terrace proved Valentine’s 
Day is an all-ages show with 
their 21st Annual Seniors 
Sweethearts Dinner and 
Dance. 
On Sunday, February 13, 
seniors once again came out 
in large numbers, for this 
wonderful annual event. 
And what a great evening 
it was. me gathering place 
- the Elks Hall on,Tetrault 
ALL HAIL THE QUEEN 
A Tina Turner Tribute Show 
Leaion news --- 
Special events coming 
,,for Year of the Veteran 
Contributed by 
CMDE PETER 
CROMPTON 
LEGION NEWS, BR13 
TERRACE(Contributed by 
Cmde Peter Crompton) 
I am still trying to con- 
tact all Veterans living in 
the Terrace and surrounding 
’areas, regardless of whether 
’you are a Legion member or 
not. 
This is the year of the Vet- 
eran, and we have a number 
of special events planned, 
but I need your input. Please 
contact me at 638-8627, or 
leave your name and num- 
ber at the Branch (635-5825) 
if you have not already done 
The next major event in 
the Branch is the Tribute 
to Tina Turner on Friday 
March 18. There will be very 
few, if any, tickets available 
at the door for this show. 
On Saturday, March 19, 
along with the Saturday 
so. 
tertained by jazz/blues band 
Paul and Friends. 
There will be Karaoke on 
Thursday, March 24, start- 
ing at 8:30 p.m. 
On the sports scene, the 
Branch singles pool tourna- 
ment is h d e r  way, and by 
now, we will know the re- 
sults of Cmdr. Ernie Vallee’s 
attempt to bring home.the 
provincial cribbage singles 
trophy from Port Aberni. 
For all the ladies, Thurs- 
day nights are ladies’ night 
at Branch 13 have to of- 
fer in ways of friendship 
and entertainment. We also 
have a membershipAo suit 
you. I have met people just 
this week, born and raised 
in Terrace, who have never 
seen the inside of our build- 
ing, come on in, there is al- 
ways someone there that will 
show you aroun&$ontact 
our membership chairperson 
Cmde Keith McAra at 638- 
0736 or the Branch at 635- 
5825. Check our Web page 
Terrace ; 
Andy Puton, vice president of 
Royal Lepage Canada is proud to 
announce the top 3, award winners 
at Royal LePage Terrace for 2004. : 
Vance Hadley -Platinum 
Jim Duffy -Master Sales 
Liane Habermann -Master Sales 
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Members and Bonifide Guests Welcome 
. 1  
on the pool table, so coke 
on out ladies; it starts at 7 
p.m. 
Wednesday night darts 
have now moved into the 
main lounge. There is no 
smoking while playing now, 
but for those non-smokers 
the nice clean air will be 
welcome I am sure. Darts 
get underway each Wednes- 
day at 7:30 p.m.. I, 
I keep meeting people 
who, for whatever reason, 
- -  
~ ~ ~ . b r a n c h  13.0rg 
” Next Veteran’s Dinner: 
Wednesday, March 23 at 5 
p.m. 
Next Branch general 
meeting: Tuesday, April 12 
at 8 p.m. 
Next Steak Night: Fri- 
day, April 1. 
Next Ladies Auxiliary 
General meeting: Tuesday, 
April 5 at 7:30 p.m. 
Honour and ’Awards 
Night is Saturday, April 9 at 
1 
,meat draws, we will be en- are not aware of what we 8 p.m. 
Prince George 
Spruce Kings 
Ewahation Camp 
from April 8-1 0 in Prince George 
This camp is open to all players interested in playing Junior 
Hockey (ages 15-20) Register online at www.sprucekings. bcca 
or call 250-564-1747 
E 
d 
March 31 0 Thrilling 
April 1 
April 2 0 80’s Neon 
sday sponsored b 
R a p  Boardshop 
0 Poker Run Ski & Ride Day I 
w Check out our website at www.skismithess.c 
--. 
N 
I 
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ROB BROWN’ - 
What’s up down there? 
nless you’ve come down with a noseidis 
abling head cold while suffering througi 
the last stages of pernicious myopia U you can’t miss the environmental conse, 
quences of Big Box Agribiz. 
Nobody -not even a well known farmer like O U I  
controversial Minister of Fish and Food, John Var 
Dongen - would be fool enough to deny the we1 
documented depredations on the land that resul 
from pork production and chicken factories. 
And when it comes to cattle, enviros have s 
well-founded beef. Hooves and big, slobbering cou 
mouths have plowed under and eaten more of thc 
formerly great prairies of North America than anq 
other single force. 
“Hey,” sings the Multinational Mouthpiece 
Choir of Big Food to the thunderous applause of 
the right-wing, we’re-open-for-big-bizness politi- 
cians who promote and adore the ethic of unfet- 
tered growth, “that’s the price we have to pay for 
such wholesome products as baloney sandwiches, 
Chicken McNuggets and Bigger Macst’ 
Meanwhile, the impacts of sea-based farming 
go on in isolated inlets, subaqueously, out of sight, 
largely unmeasured and little understood for the 
most part: 
Last December, Scottish diver Graeme Bruce 
saw a television commercial featuring TV chef Ja- 
mie Oliver, Bruce became more and more irritated 
as Chef Oliver extolled the excellence of farmed 
salinon obtainable at a Scotch grocery chain. 
.-.-’.The salmon, Oliver intoned, had beeii grown in 
a farm owned by a company called Marine Harvest. 
The farm was a model of environmental excellence, 
clean and sea-friendly. 
The union of the words “clean” and “farmed 
salmon” in one sentence struck Bruce as particu- 
larly irksome and oxymoronic. 
“I had assumed everyone knew farmed salmon 
are fed fish meal and live in their own excrement,” 
he writes in the latest issue of The Salmon Farm 
Monitor. 
Giving Oliver and Marine Harvest the benefit of 
the doubt, Bruce made inquiries and was assured by 
reps from the Scottish Executive that the farm was 
environmentally benign. 
Bruce decided to have a look see. He persuaded 
a group of friends to brave the strong winter winds 
and cold seas with him. 
Bruce and his friends bounced across strong 
seas toward their first experience of Loch Hourn. 
Once there they scanned its wind-furrowed sur- 
face then followed the rugged contours of steep 
mountainsides to the grey sky filled with clouds 
scudding past. 
“The fish farm was very easy to locate: a wart 
nestled i n  a small sort of bay, a true industrial en- 
clave noisy and defiant in the middle of this beauti- 
ful tranquil scenery. 
“We found three rows of blue fixed buoys run- 
ning parallel to the shore, the western end with fish 
cages between the rows of buoys, the feeder barge, 
like a giant octopus, black tentacles stretching to 
each cage intermittently spraying pellets. The wa- 
ter boiled briefly as the captive fish rose to feed,” 
writes Bruce. 
After anchoring a buoy, the team suited up and 
rolled into the clear, cold sca. , 
“The deeper we went the darker it became. On 
the seabed we could see a litter of white shells, all 
that remained of the creatures that once lived there. 
A couple of crabs scurried away into the gloom, the 
only sign of life,” Bruce writes. 
As they pressed on, the team came upon indus- 
trial litter: five litre containers sticking out of the 
Ioze, bags that once contained a ton of feed. 
“Something else was odd however. and it took a 
Nhile to sink in: there was no life. absolutely noth- 
ng, the whole area was inert. As we pressed on 
iown we came to a small rocky reef, a vertical wall 
I meter or so high, but, again, no life. We cruised 
he wall, left and right, searching for pockets of life; 
iothing, absolutely nothing.” 
The divers cruised the reef parallel to the shore. 
“As we headed west we found the rocky outcrops 
lad life, nestled on the flat surfaces. More and more 
,ecame evident. Large patches spread from the bot- 
om of the wall into the darkness.” 
The patches turned out to be beggiatoa, a fila- 
nentous bacterium that occurs at sites of organic 
iollution. Where it occurs, the underlying sediment 
s impoverished and the environment has become 
noxic, starved of oxygen, suffocated. 
The team members found themselves looking at 
vast bacterial mat laid down by Jamie Oliver’s 
clean” fish farm, a mat that had killed all sea life 
iver a large area once filled with sea creatures. 
The death of the ocean floor, the wellspring of 
11 life, is ineffably sad. 
When it’s done knowingly, with no concern for 
thers, present or future, it’s a serious crime. 
0 
Skaters bring home-the - medal: 
LOCAL SKATERS scooped 
up a handful of medals and 
three triathlon skaters(scored 
the chance to continue on 
to nationals during the 
Star Skate Provincials in 
Campbell River Feb. ‘25 to 
27 
Kelsey Wilcox, Jamie 
Penner and Kelsey Minhinn- 
ick scored silver medals and 
qualified as first alternates 
for the Star Skate Nationals 
in PEI at the end of March. 
Ten Terrace Skating Club 
members brought home two 
gold and five silver medals: 
‘1 Joanne Homeniuk 
Silver Triathlon: 6th 
Jacqueline Lenuik 
Jr. Silver Skills: Gold 
Julianne Lenuik 
Jr. Bronze Skills: 1 1 th 
Bronze Interpretive: 
Gold 
Hayley Lessard 
Sr. Silver Skills: 5th 
Bronze Triathlon: 7th 
Janet Lewis 
Jr. Silver Freeskate: 10th 
Bronze Interpretive: 
10th 
Amy Mattern 
Gold Interpretive: 10th 
Kelsey Minhinnick 
Jr. Silver Freeskate: 14th 
Gold Interpretive: Silver 
Gold Triathlon: Silver 
JennaPavao I) 
Sr. Bronze Skills: 8th 
Introductory Interpretive: 
8th 
Jamie Penner c 
Sr. Bronze Freeskate: 6th 
Silver Interpretiye: 4th 
Sr. Silver Skills: Silver 
Silver Tiiathlon: Silver . 
Kelsey Wilcox 
Sr. Bronze Freeskate: ’ 
8th ’ 
TEN Terrace Skating club girls brought home seven medals from the Star Skate Provincials in Campbell Ri\ 
last month. Standing from left, our star skaters are Janet Lewis, Hayley Lessard, Jamie Penner, Kelsey v\ 
cox, Amy Mattern and Kelsey Minhinnick. Kneeling from left are Julianne Lenuik, Jenna Pavao and Jacqueli 
Bronze Triathlon: Silver Lenuik. Missing from the photo is Joanne’Homeniuk. CONTRIBUTED PHO- 
Bantams face tough 
teams ~ in provincials 
THE BANTAM AA , Provincial 
Championships will challenge our local team 
to beat the province’s best for the right to be 
called victors at the end of spring break. 
And there’s some serious competition 
coming to town. 
“They’re all going to be goodteams com- 
ing in. It’s tough to win the zones and come 
up here,” said Terrace bantam rep coach 
John Amos. 
“Just from past experience, I would think 
the Seafair team out of Richmond [will be 
Dur biggest competition.] 
“They get tons of ice time, play in the 
A A A  league and being in Vancouver, they 
can drive 45 mins and have about five teams 
to play. 
“We have to drive 45 mins to find our first 
team to play.” 
Anios said his whole team is ready and 
defensive player Alexa Grant may not be the 
only girl in the tourney. 
“1 think Peninsula has a girl on their team 
too,” Amos said, referring to the Victoria 
team’s goalie. 
“It used to be a boys game but not‘any- 
more.” 
Terrace has a good chance to finish near 
the top, Amos believes. 
“We’re not going in there for fun. We’re 
going in there to win,” he said. 
To help the team prepare, Amos brought 
in Trevor Hendry, whose name they recog- 
nized, and not just from his role as River 
Kings coach. 
“They turned around and looked on the 
board and said ‘hey his name’s on there, 
cool,”’ Amos said, referring to his players 
seeing Hendry’s name on a bantams provin- 
cial champion banner in the Terrace arena. 
Hendry taught the team some pointers on 
faceoffs and offered some tips for centres. 
Practices also consist of helping to get the 
squad mentally prepared, Amos said. 
The Terrace bantams debut in the tourna- 
ment at 8 p.m. this Sunday. 
Jr. curlers claim bonspiel 
THE HlRSCH Creek Golf & 
Winter Club rocked over the 
Mar. 4 weekend as 12 Junior 
:urling teams from Terrace 
and Kitimat competed in the 
Kitimat Junior Bonspiel and 
Curling Skills Competition. 
This year featured the in- 
troduction of a Mini Division 
vhere Youth Curlers aged 
0 and 11 could join the fun 
)laying modified games. 
At the Skills Competition 
in Sunday, Kitimat’s Ala- 
lis Marleau placed first in 
he Leads Group, Stephanie 
Iaddad, Terrace, topped the 
ieconds, Emily Wright, Ter- 
ace, was top third and Ki- 
ran Griffith, Terrace, won 
n the skips division. 
The viewing gallery was 
lacked on Sunday as six 
zams took to the ice for the 
i, B and C event finals. 
The A Event Final was an 
11-Terrace affair as the Jody 
hcharyshen rink with Jor- 
an Johnson throwing skips 
xks,  Kucharyshen at third, 
cott Rosentreter second and 
:ad Stacey Sheasby took on 
5eran Griffith, Craig Mills, 
irand Dusdale and Aidan 
iriffith. 
The Kucharyshen quar- 
tet had been the class of the 
field in their games on Sat- 
urday and their high level of 
play continued in the final. 
Kucharyshen took four 
in the first and fourth with 
Griffith taking ’ singles in 
ends two and three. 
Griffith showed some 
spunk grabbing a deuce ‘in 
the fifth to make it 8-4, but 
Kucharyshen closed out with 
a three in the sixth end to 
take the A Event title. 
The B Event featured two 
all-girls teams from Kitimat. 
The Sarah McIssac rink 
took on Brianne Muzylows- 
ki and treated the crowd to a 
close game that came down 
to the last rocks. 
With her last rock McIs- 
sac was facing a rock buried 
behind cover, a second shot 
in the open and two biters. 
She made a nice bump 
back of the open stone to sit 
second shot. ’ 
Muzylowski removed 
second shot, making the 
takeout under pressure to 
score four and secure the 
win. 
The C event final featured 
Kitimat’s Nic McIssac (Eun- 
ne1 Chang, Ashley Francis 
and Kaitlyn Hartmann) and 
Terrace’s Emily Wright 
(Doug Swank throwing 
skip rocks, Wright, Stepha- 
nie Haddad and Michael 
Kurisu). 
McIssac opened with a 
single in the first only to have 
Wright answer with singles 
in each of the next two. 
McIssac retook the lead 
with two in the fourth end 
only to have Wright respond 
in kind in the fifth. 
Down one with the ham- 
mer going in the last end 
McIssac found himself fac- 
ing three opposition coun- 
ters but with a chance to win 
if he could pull off a tricky 
draw to the eight foot. 
McIssac came up wide on 
the draw and the C event was 
Wright’s. 
Organizers and coaches 
were impressed with the 
high level of play and sports- 
manship, considering several 
teams had players competing 
in their first bonspiel. 
All games were played 
without any on-ice coach- 
ing. 
Sports Scope 
Uplands controls 
thecourt 
UPLANDS ELEMENTARY basketball players 
claimed the top spots in the Terrace Elementary 
School Sports Association tournament at Caledonia 
on Mar. 5. 
The school’s Grade 6 and ? teams came into the 
event having won all their regular season games. 
Uplands played undefeated throughout the round 
iobin and won the Grade 6 tourney 12-10 in a defen- 
sive game over Clarence Michiel. 
Cassie Hall took third place after defeating 
Thornhill. Veritas won the sportsmanship trophy. 
In the Grade 7 tourney, Uplands won all their 
round robin games and reigned victorious in the final 
with a 44-14 thrashing of Thorntiill. 
Centennial Christian beat Cas& Hall to take 
third. 
Thornhill was awarded the sportsmanship trophy. 
Vote for your favourite 
River Kings 
TO CELEBRATE their fourth place finish and thank 
fans for the overwhelming support during their first 
ClHL season, the River Kings are throwing an awards 
banquet in the Terrace Inn bascmcnt on April 9. 
Fans can choose the award winners by voting for 
their favourite player on the River Kings website 
(www.terraceriverkings.net). 
As of Friday Mar. 11, banquet organizer Burny 
Calrsen said tickets were alrcady half sold out even 
though they haven’t been printed yet. 
For tickets, call Burny at 63 1-9005. 
Thornhill finishes 
fourth in zones 
THORNHILL GRADE 8 girls finished fourth at zones 
in Hazelton to end their season. 
They won one and lost two, defeating Sdthers 
and losing to Prince Rupert and their hosts. 
Camellia Brown was selected as an all star. 
Women’s indoor 
soccer success 
THE FIRST annual Indoor Women’s Soccer Tourney 
showed fast action and hard hitting play between 
eight teams, four from Terrace. 
Kitimat’s Club Sporting won the event, the North- 
west Weekly followed in second and All Seasons tied 
up third spot. 
The most sportsmanlike team honour went to Mol- 
son, the only team who didn’t receive a card during 
the tourney. 
Organizers are planning a sununer outdoor tour- 
ney. For now, teams are practising for a second in- 
door tourney in Kitimat next month. 
1 
Wishing all the best to 
the Terrace Bantam AA 
Hockey players and 
all participants in the 
championships. * 
.ZERMCE 
l!!U!!!l!!!Wrnfl~d 
4916 Highway 16, Terrace 615-7187 
Variety of Men's Tops & Footwear 
471 7,Lakelse Avenue, Unit 122, Terrace 
Tel: 635-81 48 Fax: 635-81 49 www.marks.com 
Proud supporters of 
the Terrace Bantam 
AA Hockey team and 
wishing the best to al 
the participants. 
Limited ineiiu also available. Make  yo^ 
$12.95 Adults , . 
$9.95 Seniors 
.BS',Children 12 i? Under 
4620 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
(250) 635-8141 
3207 Munroe. Terrace @ 250-635-6273 a 
\ 
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Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid lor the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry 01 an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send onginal documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertis6ments must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the lirst publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability 01 the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser lor only one incorrect insertion lor the portion of the advertisinp space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid lor such advertising 
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WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
, 54.86 per Issue, plus GST ($10.40 per week). 
NonCES/TENDERS EM)-849 
8 30 I 5 Tendon Imp1 Nolicss For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert ( 2  
Monuments Concerned personal 
t:, Bronze Plaques , . service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
Funcrd 
Call ENERGUIDE for Houses 
Energy Assessments 
Energy Grants 
1 -888-599--4999 
Sewing Northern British Columbia 
6352194 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Mr. Thomas 
W. E. Wilson 
To: 
Box 3 14, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 481 
From: 
Terrace, B.C. 
You have been given a 
verbal notice, a hand deliv- 
ered notice and now this i s  
your final notice regarding 
removal of your possessions 
from my yard. 
If your items are not r e  
moved by 8 a.m. on March 
'30, 2005 they will be re- 
moved at your cost. 
All rent arrears must be 
paid before anything is re- 
moved from my property. 
Verbal agreement must 
be given before you enter 
onto my properly to remove 
any of your items. 
Helmut Reinert 
The Rotary Clubs 
of Terrace, Skeena 
Valley, and Kitimat 
thank Doug Barrett 
and his staff at the 
Coast Inn for their help 
and excellent meal at 
our Rotary Centennial 
Foundation Dinner. 
We also thank those 
Rotarians and friends 
of Rotary who came 
and who donated 
items for the auction 
held at our Foundation 
Dinner. This was a 
combined effort on 
behalf of all Rotarians 
in Terrace and 
Kitimat. It was a very 
successful, and fun 
filled evening with the 
proceeds going to the 
Rotary Foundation. 
Lordy, Lordy  I 
PETER 1 
I 
FINALLY I 
< 
$ B THANK ALL 
1 !of 1. the people'wko showed fop Jim's goodbye and 
!-to all who helped out in our time of need. Many 3 
,?people who knew Jim Taylor from when he first 
:moved to Terrace in I965 knew his wife Audrey, 
.;sons Randy & Brent and daughter Darla Taylor. 
f Our thank you's go out to you people who re- 
!membered Jim for all of those years. 
Colin and Ann Goodall 
niurriugc of tlicir cliildren 
e October 9,1926 - February 20,2005 
- All- Inclusive 
.North Tweedsmuir Park Dea Motres Yoaa Centre1 
~ 
st Relox, Energize, Relieve Tension 8 Stress 
.645 Dm 1ST CLASS FREE 
New mini set starting March 21 
New Classes Tues. & Thurs 
Jdy 7th-1 lth, 2005 
5 Dnys of F i s h g ,  Hiking, Sight Seeing 6 Relaxation 
Pondosy Bay Wilderness Resort ' 
$675 .OO/person 
Children Free 
250-695-6677 
Complete Itinerary posted at: 
www.vantinepuidiny.com 
\ 
AUCTION 
March 19th Q 10 AM 
PRNIEW: March 18th - 1-7PM 
3031 Kofoed, Terrace,B.C. 
********** 
LORNE SEXTON ESTATE: 
FURNITURE: Queen Size 
Solid Wood Bed, Double 
Bed, Night Stands, Lazy 
Boy Recliner, Dressers, 
Wood Tables, Futon. 
Chairs, Couches, Recliner 
Love Seat, Glass & Chrome 
Dinette Set, Oak Dining 
Table/G~Ghairs, Coffee 
Tables;'End@bles, Book 
Shelves, D e s k  Limited 
Edition flP!&& Patio 
Furnitur,e, BBQ Grill, Stove, 
Fridge,kWooden Swing ... 
ENTERTAINMENT Hitachi 
67" Flat Screen TV, 32" TV, 
20" TV, Kenwood Sound 
System, 35mm. Mamiyd 
Secor Camera, Air Hockey 
Game. FITNESS: Message 
Table, Proform Personal 
Trainer Treadmill, Concept 
11 Rowing Machine, 
Weight Bench, Golf, Clubs, 
Oak Roll Top Desk, Office 
Chair, Book Shelf, Pentium 
4 Computer, Printer, Safe ... 
TOOLS: Coleman PM1500 
Generator, Cordless Drill, 
Miter Saws, Roof Stapler, 
Grinder, Paint Sprayer, Air 
Tools, Table Saw, Battery 
Charger, Electric Sander, 
Wrenches, Screwdrivers, 
OTHER: 1989 Firefly, 
Antiques, Quality Gold 
Jewellery, Coins & 
Collectables ... PLUS 
MUCH. MUCH MORE ... 
(Subject to additions and deletions) 
Trampoline ... OFFICE: 
Shop Vac, Lawnmower. .. 
Lirirircd sprrcc nvniloble. Cnll Now! 
NEAL G. 
NORDSTROM 
April 2, 1930 - 
March 15,2084 
No one knows our sorrow 
When we look and you're not 
there 
Although you can't be wifh us 
Our memories we sei11 can 
Love you and miss you 
1 share. 
Betty, Larry, Jim, 
Shelley and familior 
Phil Parker 
March 16,2003 
July 19, 1929 - 
No farewell words were 
spoken, 
No time to say goodbye, 
You were gone before 
we knew it, 
And only God can tell 
- us why. 
Forever in our memories. 
The Family of Phill Parker 
TIRED OF being sucked in by WANTED TO Buy : Safe. Look- 
. the crave of nicotine? You could ing for large older safe In work- 
become a non smoker with just ing condition. Call Jeff 9250- 
one treatment. Call to find out 374-0693 ext. 207 or email 
how. 1-250-635-8152 Ask for iisfeldQscash.ca flOP3) 
Kelly. (1 OP3) WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
meat, fish, and bones for sled- 
dogs. Will pick up. Please call 
250-635-3772 f7D3) DID YOU ever follow the Lead- 
er? The Cowichan News Lead- 
er is turning 100 in April. To celel 
brate, wk're producing a special 
edition commemorating the last 
100 years of the newspaper and 
the Duncan area it serves. We're 
also hosting a community party 
at the BC Forest Discovery Cen- 
tre on May 1,2005. If you used 
10 MILLION 
S Q / n  LIQUIDATION 
LAMINATE .... $49 S m ,  12 
ml laminate ..... $1.99 sqfft, Lami- 
nate tile (from) .... $.99 sqlft, 1x6" 
knottyfir .... $.8Osq/ft, 3 1f4" oak, 
maple or birch pre fin .... $3.99 
sqlft, 3 114" Japanese cherry 
pre fin ...$4. 75 sqfft, 3 1f4" bam- 
boo pre fin....$3.99 sqfft. TONS 
MORE! 1-800-631-3342. 
FOR SALE : 12" x 14" x 15' 
treated bridge timbers. $40.00 
eacht250-635-6352 (1 Op3) 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
2805-2809 Financial Wan 
The proposed 2005-2009 Financial Plan may 
be inspected at the Regional District Office 
during regular business hours, Monday to 
Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
The proposed 2005-2009 Financial Plan will 
be considered by the Regional District Board 
at its regular meeting commencing at 9:00 a.m. 
Saturday, March 19,2005, in the Boardroom of 
the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, #300- 
4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions 
regarding this financial plan may do so in 
writing to the Regional District Board and/or 
in person to the Finance Committee of the 
Regional District Board commencing at 8:OO 
p.m. Friday, March 18, 2005, at the Regional 
District Office, #300-4545 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
to work for the paper, or have 
any stories to share, or if you 
just want to join in the fun, con- 
tact the Cowichan News Leader 
Country weddings,meetings 
Servicing. Sales of used com- 
on Greig St. by Close-up Maga- -m- puters (1 op3) and parts. (250)615-0414 
zine, one key initial JK. Claim at 
a stay at sun peaks resort! niture Sale - Sahali Centre MAI, : 
Vacation rentals of new Condos Kamloops. proceeds to March Kiwanis 18,19, Elder &20 Men-. - :& Chalets, 1-4 bedrooms. Full tor Program Kamloops Food. 
kitchens, fireplaces, hot tubs, 
81 1-4588 www.BearCountry.ca O* 
slope-side locations. 1-800- Bank - w'KamloopsKiwanis. 
January 21,1955 - 
February 11,2005 
0 
wife, mother, friend, co-worker, 
Thoughtful hard working lady 
who will be missed. 
gc; 0 O
0 
0 -  
Donations may b e  made through the Parks a n d  
Recreation Of f ice a t  the Terrace Arena, for a tree/ 
shrub to b e  p lanted in  honor of Renate's life in  
Terrace. Once  the fund is established, a date will b e  
set for a gather ing of friends to remember Renate. 
Ph. 635-9452 F ~ x  635-4000 
www.matjonauctions.com 
7HE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO 
SHOP IS AT THEAUCTlON BECAUSE 
YOU SET THE PRICES 
rerrace Standard, Wednesday, March 16,2005 - E Th 
We have immediate 
openings for a 
Line Cook & 
Pub Waitress 
The Back 
Eddy Pub 
Please apply in person to 
4332 Laklese Ave., Terrace 
No phone calls please. 
Required for local hotel and liquor store. 
Individual must be a team player and 
must have exceptional computer skills. 
This is a working position requiring 
total motivation. Forward resumes 
with hand written covering letter to: 
file #202, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. V86 5R2 
March 19th 8:OOa.t). - Noon 
4205 Thomas Street’!(l l p l )  MILLWRIGHT- ELK0 
Tembec Industries Inc., an inte ated 
foest products company w i t f  !og 
harvestmg. lumber rnanufactunng 
and pulp operations located in the 
south east corner of British Colum- 
bia, requires a Millwright for its Elko 
Forest Products Division.This position 
will be on a compressed work week 
schedule,Thuflday to Sunday. 
Applicants must have a British Co- 
lumbia or Interprovincial certificate 
in the millwright trade and grade 12 
or GED diploma. Prefe,rence will be 
given to applicants with a sawmill 
maintenance background together 
with a weldin bcket and, hydraulics 
experience. lfoubleshootmg ability 
and computer literacy are also re- 
quired along with strong leadership 
and communications skills. Appli- 
cants must be higtiij: motivated, team 
oriented and safety conscious. 
1980 DOUBLE Eagle HT, 1980 
Galv Trailer low hours. Phone 
(250)847-2758. $25,000 0.6.0. 
(9P2) 
,,TERRACE 
we are now accepting applications for seasonal 
positions in our , 10 MILLION 
SQ/FT LIQUIDATION 
’ LAMINATE ... $.49SQ/FT., 12 
a ml Laminate ... $1.99 sqfft., lami- 
nate tile (From) ... $.99sq/ft., 1x6” 
knotty fir. ..$.80sq/ft., 3 1/4’ oak, 
maple or birch pre fin ... $3.99sq/ 
ft., 3 1/4” Japanese cherry pre 
fin ... $4.75sq/ft., 3 114” bam- 
boo pre fin ... $3.99sq/ft. TONS 
e COMMERCIAL DOUBLE door 
: fridge. Like new. $1500. Four ’ hole buffet table $1500. Res- : taurant used chairs $15 each, 
family used washeddryer, $300. 
KODAK EASYSHARE 4.0 mega 
pixle digital camera, brand new 
paid $349 asking $275. Set of 3 
MORE! 1-800-631 -3342 
(250)615-7869 (9P3) 
, 
; 
@ Futons $750.635-0570 (7P3) 
GARDEN CENTRE 
Successful candidates must have the following 
qualifications: 
Experience with plants & trees 
Good interpersonal skills 
Be energetic 
Be able to work independently and 
in a team environment 
Must be available evenings & weekends 
For further Information or to apply, 
please submit your resume in confi- 
dence to: 
Tembec Industries Inc. 
Human Resources Department 
EO. Box 4600 
Cranbrook, BC V1C 4J7 
or emall: lana.klrk@tembec.com 
Fa: (250) 426-3406 
Western Canada’s Fastest Growing Regional Airline 
Terrace, B.C. 
Hawkair Aviation Services Ltd. Is seeking a Director of Finance to lead the 
financial functions of the Company. 
Reporting directly to the owners, the Director of Finance will be responsible 
for leading a staff of 5 and working together with other Directors towards the 
company’s goals. Responsibilities include Cash/Asset Management, Profit 
Maximization, Financial Analysis and Reporting, along with Bank, Insurance 
and Audit relationships. 
The successful candidate must have a diversified skill set, and outstanding 
leadership/communication abilities. A professional designation and 5 years of 
financial management experience are required. 
Hawkair offers a stimulating environment in a demanding industry for a 
professional who loves to be challenged. Competitive salary and benefits 
including industry standard airlice travel privileges are offered. 
Interested candidates are asked to email their resumes to: hr@hawkair.ca, or 
fax them to (250) 635 1353 no later than 5:OO pm Friday, April 1 st, 2005. 
Director of Finance 
Please drop off all applications at our customer 
service desk to the attention of Lynn Gascon. 
Crew Scheduler 
Prince Rupert 
BC Ferries is now an independent entity and we‘re embark- 
ing on a new vision to be a world-class, customer focused 
marine transportation company. We‘re building on our 
strengths, focusing on our customers and driving innova- 
tion throughout our business. And we want you to be a part 
of it all! 
As a Crew Scheduler, you are able to  analyze, plan and 
schedule work assignments for all shipboard staff. You 
function well under pressure in a fast-paced and changing 
environment, and have strong analytical, problem-solving 
and interpersonal skills. Your organizational abilities and 
attention to  detail enable you to  generate and control time 
sheets and crew lists as well as,perform payroll research as 
required. You bring a high school diploma supplemented 
by some post-secondary education. Ideally, you have 1-3 
years’ office experience, preferably in a’complex unionized 
environment. A background in accounting systems, human 
resources and experience with a variety of office systems and 
software will be an asset. 
BC Ferries offers an excellent wage and benefits package. 
Please forward your resume quoting competition E05-002 by 
Thursday, March 24,2005 to E-mail: erlr@bcferries.com; Fax: 
(250) 339-5427. . .- -
We appreciate the interest o f  all applicants, however, only those selected for an 
I 
I ’ VINYL FENCING, deckina & 
railing business for sale. c a n  
be located to your area. High 
end product. Add on to existing 
business(?). Asking $1 7,150. 
Call (250) 489-41 55. 
ATTENTION: WORK from for full time 
home. No recession here. Free 
mature, hardworking, 
people loving 
Sales Clerk & Cashier 
emDtOVment. Please 
information on line. Full traln- enquire directly to 
ing. www.processolutions.net Bob at 635-2982 
Toil Free 1-888-31 5-9360. 
LOOKING FOR a aaent for lo- 
cat moving companKMust have 
own truck and equipment. 250- 
: 638-6969 (8~4)  
Well established 
International Truck Dealer 
located in the Peace Country 
is looking for the following 
motivated personnel: 
**Parts Personloutside 
Sales 
International trucks 
experience a definite asset. 
We offer a good wage and 
Benefit package. 
Please submit resume: 
Attention: Andy Schurmann 
Gear-0-Rarna Supply Ltd. 
P.O. Box 90 
Dawson Creek, BC 
V1G 4E9 
3y Fax: (250) 782-8142 
3y Mail: 
3y Email: Andy.Schurmann~gear-o-rama.cc 
Since 191 2, CitiFinancial has been helping people realize their financial 
goals and dreams. With close to 300 CitiFinancial branches in every 
province and the Yukon Territoly, we‘re a part o f  the comn~unities we 
serve. Our branches are staffed with friendly, knowledgeable people who 
live and work right in y o m  neighborhood. They understand your needs 
and can tailor a loan solution Iorjust about every situation. We currently , 
have an opportunity in TERRACE as. . . 
ccou NT -MANAGER 
As a member of the branch team committed to sales and service, you will ’ 
have initial and frequent contact with our customers and be responsible for I 
selling loans and insurance products, soliciting from customer base/leads, 
making recommendations of credit worthiness, suggesting solutions on 
collection accounts, performing administrative tasks, and servicing 
accounts. This entry-level role offers the opportunity for advancement. 
If you’re an aggressive and enthusiastic go-getter, please appiy in writing, 
to: Branch Manager, CitiFinancial Canada, Inc., 4664 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, BC VSG 4R1 Fax: (250) 635-3964 
We thank all applicants in advance; however, only those selec 
interviews will be contacted: .. No phone calls, please., ‘I 
We are an euiral omortunitv emdover. 
Unique opportunity to own and operate a 
2006 Pete with zero down. You must have 
a minimum ONE YEAR flat deck highway 
erperience able and willing to run 
CANADA / USA and possess good 
relerences. 
SMALL WELL established serv- 
ice business with huge potential 
to become the leading service 
center in the region requires an 
“Angel”, a visionary with a love 
of adventure and who wants 
the best of the best and realizes 
so do others! This is a rare and 
unique opportunity, investment 
$50 to 1,OOK. For further infor- 
mation please send your name 
& number to File # 201, c/o Ter- 
race Standard, 3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace B.C. V8G 5R2. (9P3) 
” 
a 
Wterview will be contacted 
CLIENT SUPPORT ANALYST 
Casuals needed in Terrace/Kitimat, Queen 
Charlotte Island, Prince Rupert and Smithers, BC 
Reporting to Client Support Team Leader North West within 
Information and Technology Services (ITS), the incumbent will be 
responsible for the support and iesolution of client hardware and 
software problems and work requests, Telehealth equipment setup 
and troubleshooting, as well as providing system administration 
and service to facility servers and server applications. 
Qualif icationsi DegJee in ComputerScience ,or diplomalcertificate 
in related discipline’and two (2) years recent experience relating 
to Information Technology. Ability to type at 25 w.p.m; to 
communicate effectively both verbally and in writing; to deal with 
others effectively; to organize work; to operate related equipment; 
and to travel for extended periods for support or project based 
work. Good creative thinking and conceptualizing abilities are 
required. Physical ability to carry out the duties of the position. 
Note: Please refer to community that you are interested in when 
applying. Terrace & Kitimat, BC Smithers, BC Prince Rupert, 
BC Queen Charlotte Islands. BC 
PRODUCTION WORKER! 
3 Positions 
Minimum Grade 10 educatior 
Must have Drivers Licenct 
Physically demanding worl 
Seasonal full time - 40 hrs/wl 
Concrete product manufacturin 
experience an asset. 
% BLOCKPLANT 
OPERATOR TRAINEE 
Minimum Grade 12 educatior 
Electrical and mechanic; 
background required. Mu: 
have Drivers Licence. Job i 
physically demanding. Season2 
full time - 40 hrslwk. Opportunit 
for advancement for someoni 
eager to learn with stron! 
leadership qualities. Please fa 
or drop off resume. 
Skeena Concrete Prod. Ltd. 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake 
Terrace, B.C. Fax: 635-4171 
HOME WORKERS NEEDED!!! 
UP TO $1,50OMIEEK. Assem- 
bling products / Stuffing (en- 
velopes. No experience need- 
ed- Free information www. 
homeworkersnetwork.com Ref# 
7-702 or Call .1-705-726-9070 _ .  . . (  , I ,  .- 
ciZi financial : 
c 
TAYLOR PROFESSIONAL 
Training Services. Heavy Equip- 
ment Training. Class 1 & 3 Driv- 
er Training. Super “B” Training. 
Prince George and Kelowna. 
Call Toll Free: 1-877-860-7626 
or 250-860-7624. www.taylor- 
prodriving.com 
Wage Rate: $20.62- $22.15 per hour 
Please forward resumes to: 
Jeffrey Rueger, 
Client Support Team leader - North West 
Information &Technology Services 3/ 
Northern Health Authoritv 3 6  North West Regional Hospital District 
Administrator 
or 
AdministratodTreasurer 
This position reports to the Board of Directors of the 
North West Regional Hospital District. It is a part-time 
contract position of approximately 40-60 hours per 
month. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
Administrator 
On behalf of the Board, responsible for administering 
the business of the Board and day to day operation. 
Includes: research, evaluation, capital planning, 
correspondence, reports, briefs, position papers, 
record maintenance, annual budget, preparation of 
Board agendas, attend Board meeting. 
Regional Hospital Districts, municipalities, provincial 
government and other health related agencies and 
the news media. 
ensuring agenda packages are prepared and 
Liaise with Northern Health Authority, other 
* Provide some secretarial services (minute taking, 
- 1 -  13059~mrnit Avenue 
Email: Jeffrey.rueger@northernheaIth.ca 
We thank all applicants, ,however only those short-listed will be contacted. 
Prince Rupert, BC V8J 2A6 northern health Excellent opportunities with a modern, multi-plant 
operation in Fort Nelson, BC 
Innovative leadership and a commitment to the highest standards of 
environmental and operational excellence have secured Canfor its place as a 
national and global leader in the forest products industry. 
Our Fori Nelson Operations encompass a state-of-the-art OSB site, plywood 
facility, sawmill, planer and veneer plant. 
c 
0 
1 .  
Supervisors & 
Team Leaders 
At Weyerhaeuser, our focus is as‘much on building our 
people as on building the business. Take Lee for example - 
he was given the opportunity to develop and Install a new 
Mill Horn System. Weyerhaeuser Is committed to creating 
an environment where individuals can flourish, where 
diversity is encouraged and where community Is supported. 
Weyerhaeuser is one of the premier forest products 
organlzatlons in the world. 
Industrial Mechanic/ 
A consummate team-player experiencod in an industrial facility, you have 
exceptional leadership capabilities combined with strong organizational, 
interpersonal and communication skills. You also demonstrate an awareness 
“of and commitment to safe work practices. 
, 
Industrial Maintenance 
Electricians 
circulated), 
directives, Hospital District Act and other applicable 
- 
Ensure activities are compliant with Board policy/ You are a certified Electrician with IP and BC TQs plus at least 4 years’ 
experience in the electrical maintenance trade. A working knowledge of Allan 
Bradley PLC 5, variable frequency drives, as well as DC motors and 
controllers would be an asset. Computer literacy is essential. 
I I 
M i I I wrig ht 
0 
Princeton, BC 
legislation. 
Adminis tra torl7ieasurer 
In addition to Administrative responsibilities, 
responsible for day to day financial operation of the 
Regional Hospital District. 
Responsible for interim and long term borrowing 
process through Municipal Finance Authority. 
Preparation of provisional and annual budget. 
Preparation of financial statements. 
Education and Experience 
Priority will be given to candidates with a BA, BSc- 
or Masters Program in Health Service Planning/ 
Administration. 
CA, CMA or CGA designation would be 
advantageous if AdministratorlTreasurer position is 
desired. 
Experiencelbackground in health care planning and/ 
or administra?ion/finance. 
Experience with local government and/or provincial 
government advantageous. 
Strong written and verbal skills. 
Knowledge of health facility capital planning and 
project implementation. 
* Research/evaluation/negotiation skills- 
* Ability to work effectively with elected officials. 
Basis bookkeeping skills. 
Forward your curriculum vitae and the names of three 
references by March 31,2005 to: 
Hiring Committee 
North West Regional Hospital District 
300-4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 4E1 
Contact: Judy Tracy, Administrator or Verna Wickie, 
Treasurer (250) 61 5-61 00 
Industrial Millwrights You will undertake work that ranges from trouble-shooting to general preventative maintenance, including general - 
equipment repairs as well as some project-related work. 
You will need to be an interprovincially ticketed Industrial 
Mechanic/Millwright who has experience working in an 
industrial setting. Other requirements include: the ability to 
follow safe work practices and procedures . strong trouble- 
shooting, problem-solving and communication skills 
well-developed planning and organizational abilities 
The town of Princeton (http://town.princeton.bc.ca/) is 
centrally located between Vancouver and the Okanagan 
Valley and has a population approaching 5000. The 
community is surrounded by many beautiful rivers, lakes 
and mountains providing residents and visitors alike with 
any outdoor recreational activity imaginable. 
If you are interested in joining a world-class 
company that believes strongly in safety, 
please forward your r6sum6 by March 25, 
2005 to: Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, 
Human Resources, Box 550, Princeton, BC 
VOX 1 WO Fax: 250.295.3287; 
email (with r6sum6 contained 
within the body of the message): 
a willingness to work alternate shifts. 
- 
1 
.$‘ 
1.. jeff.roos@weyerhaeuser.com. , * A  
! Q 
A Weyerhaeuser 6 a 
The future is groiunlg” 4 
weyerhaeuser.com/carers $; 
Weyehawser is an Equal Opportunity Employer 
building a capable. comrnded. dNerse workforce 
representame of the cornrnunlt~es we s w c .  
i 
- -- You are a team-oriented person with a valid Millwright ticket and experience in 
all aspects of an’industrial facility. You also bring to the table excellent ’ 
organizational, interpersonal and communication skills. 
I 
General Labourers 
1 
These are full-tirne/onall positions in production. An energetic, flexible and highly 
motivated individual, you have Grade 12 or equivalent and wo:k well with others. 
You are also very safety-conscience and preferably have industry experience. 
In addition to competitive wage and benefit packages, these positions offer 
excellent potential for career growth. With a population of 7000, Fort Nelson 
provides a wide range of outdoor activities, modern recreational facilities and a 
relaxed community atmosphere. 
We thank everyone for their interest in Canfor; however, only those selected for 
an interview will be contacted. Please forward a resume by March 25,2005 to: 
Canadian Forest ‘Prodwcts Ltd. 
Fort Nelson Operations 
FIR #I, Mile 293 Alaska Highway 
Fort Nelson, BC VOC 1 RO 
Email: bruce.deinstadtQcanfor.com 
Fa: (250) 233-6879 
w w w . c a n f o r . c o m  P E
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SALESPROFESSlONALSwant- 
ed. $3000-$5000 weekly poten- 
tial. Serious inquiries only. Train- 
, ing provided. Flexible schedule. 
1-800-31 8-9787, ext. 4050. 
PRODUCTION BAKERS want- 
ed. Must have experience work- 
ing in a fast pace production 
bakery environment. Should be 
organized, motivated, bondable. 
Box 27, Morning Star, 4407-25th 
Ave., Vernon, BC VIT 1 P5 
PORT HARDY CGA firm re- 
quires a senior accountant. The 
successful applicant will be an 
accounting studenvgraduate 
with Canadian pudic practice 
ex~erienca in file preparation 
CHILDCARE NEEDED for a 1.5 
and a 4 year old on the Thornhill 
Bench possibly some evenings 
and weekends. References re- 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
Member Service Representative /Teller 
Part-Time Position quired.250-632-2450 (9p3) 
DAYCARE REQUIRED for 2 
I Wilderness First Aid Bear Aware - CENRES 733 $39 Mar24 Thu 1-4pm 
Serving It Right - CETOUR 707 
$60 Mar26 Sat 9-noon 
$100 Mar26 Sat 9-4pm 
Cedar Plank Salmon - CEGENI 743 
$29+gst Mar 26 Sat 9-noon 
OFA Level 1 - CEFAID 706 
$100 Mar 26 ; Sat 8:30-5:30pm 
Traffic Control Flagging - CETRAN 704 
$209 Mar 26-27 SaUSun 8:30-5:30pm 
Cedar Bark Basket Weaving - CEGENI 762 
$149+gst' Mar 26-Apr 16 Sat 9-4pm 
plus supply fee 
CEFAID 711 
A comprehensive overview of the knowledge 
and skills required to effectively conduct first 
aid in remote locations, including prevention 
and treatment of the most commonly experi- 
enced wilderness accidents and illnesses. 
. Partiipants will learn how to use available 
resources to inprovise treatment techniques 
- in a variety of practical sessions and outdoor 
scenarios. 
Please register by March 29*. 
$279 April 1-3 $279 FrilSat-Sun 
6-1Opml8-5pml8-5pm 
Look at Computers - CECoMP 767 
2 
boys, 10 months & 3 years old. 
Three to five days per week from 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m..References re- 
quired. (250)635-3610 (1 OP1) 
HIRING NOW A rapidly grow- 
ing fishing lodge in the Terrace 
area is seeking a highly motivat- 
ed, outgoing individual to join 
their management team. The 
successful applicant will have a 
love of fishing, prior experience 
in the recreation industry, and 
have a solid understanding of 
financial reporting. Prior experi- 
ence with Quickbooks, Excel, 
and Word are required, as is re- 
liable transportation. Reply in 
confidence to:Demersand Asso- 
ciates 201 -4716 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G lT2(9p3) 
HOUSEKEETINQ STAFF re- 
quired to join our Clean Team 
at Mount Layton Hotsprings 
Resort. Must have reliable trans- 
portatlon.Please fax resume to 
250-632-591 1- or emall minet- 
tebay@uniserve.com. No calls 
please. (9c3) 
LILI'S TUTORING requires a 
math tutor for grade 10 and 
up.Experlence in Trigonometry 
and Geometry. 250-638-0775 
I 
We are seeking a customer service oriented individual who is 
energetic, outgoing, and motivated; presents a professional 
image: has excellent customer relationlsales skills; and a 
willingness to take advantage of opportunities presented to 
upgrade hislher skills and knowledge. Only those considered 
for interview will be contacted. 
Please submit resume to: Terrace 81 District Credit Union, 
4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace BC V8G IS6  or Fax 635-2713 
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE. 
a s  well as personal 't&. Audit 
experience would be an asset. 
This individual requires good 
computer skills along wlth excel- 
lent communication skills with a 
focus on problem solving and 
client service. This position is 
to start May 1. Remuneration 
to be determined by education 
and experience. Please submit 
resume by fax to 250-949-6351 
or email to lrene9island.net be- 
fore March 31,2005. 
WPERIENCEDFELLER bunch- 
er operator for the Kamloops 
ada. Call 250-550-0167 or fax 
SERMCE / MANUFACTURING 
MANAGER 
Call 635-651 1 to register.' ' 1 ~ N & E S T  -commmirv COWGL Fax: 638-5433 E-mail: rridler@nwcc, bcca We are looking for a resultsoriented team player to manage our service department. 
The successful candidate should be a motivated 
self starter. 
Requirements would include commercial 
trailer experience, good leadership skills, good 
organization skills, ability to deal with customers, 
abiliy to read blueprints. Computer knowledge 
would be an asset. 
Submit resume to: Peerless Limited 
- I  9453 Rock Island Road 
Prince ,George, B.C. 
Attn: Branch Manager 
Fax: 250-563-3829 
Email address: peerless8pgonline.com 
I On& those selcfed will be called. 
I , Take a closer look, www.nwcc.bc.ca ' b 
resume 250-558-6145. 
'SEXSMITH USED Farm Parts BOOKKEEPING SERVICE for 
small to large businesses. Sev- 
eral years experience. AccPac, 
Simply Accounting, Quickbooks, 
and other office applications. 
Reasonable rates. References 
upon request. Terrace 638-8468 
requires a partsman, journey- 
man or apprentice and a parts 
dismantler. Agricultural experi- 
ence an asset. Wages negoti- 
able. Rod 9 1-800-340-1192 
(Sexsmith, Alberta) 
draulic drillers and certified 
blasters. Must be willing to 
' work in various locations. Send 
resumes to: info@RCMl.ca or 
BnHLEHEM RESOURCES 
(1996) Corporation is conduct- 
ing planning for trucking of ore 
from mineral deposits in the Rev- 
elstoke Region to the company's 
1,360 metric ton per day cus- 
tom mineral processing plant at 
Goldstream River. Hauls could 
be up to 270km one-way, most- 
ly,on pavement. if you are an 
owner/operator of a tridem or 
tandem truck with quad trans- 
fer trailer and are interested in a 
long-term rock hauling contract 
then send your particulars to: 
orehaulOgmail.com or via fax to 
CHEF REQUIRED for Hotel in 
Smithers, BC: Management 
experience with ability to con- 
trol wage and food costs. Ap- 
ply with references to  bmccre- 
ery@hblodge.com or Box 3636, 
Smithers, BC VOJ 2N0. 
AUTOMOTIVEI' BODYPAINT 
Technician. North Okanagan 
GM dealership seeking licensed 
body/paint technician. GM deal- 
er and Dupont paint experience. 
Will consider 3-4 yr apprentice 
wlth proven skills. Must be 
team player. Resumes to: Box 
47, Morning Star. 4407-25th 
Ave., Vernon, BC V1T 1P5. 
HEAW DUTY mechanic. Local 
logging company has opening 
for Journeyman HD Mechanic. 
Must have experience on coast- 
al equipment. Union operation. 
Fax resume to: 250-287-9259. 
DOUGLAS LAKE Ranch is 
hiring people for the 2005 sea- 
son. The following positions 
are available; Guest Ser- 
vices PersonneVFront Desk e 
Housekeeping F/B Servers 
Landscaping/Ground Crew 
Chefs/Camp Cooks/Cookhouse 
Cooks Irrigators Reserva- 
tion Co-ordinator. The Success- 
ful Candidate must have a'valid 
Drivers License, own transporta- 
tion and be available for work 
from April 1st to November 1s t  
2005. lnteiested applicants are 
invited to forward their resume 
by fax, mail or email resume to: 
Douglas Lake' Ranch, General 
Delivery, Douglas Lake, BC VOE 
1 SO Fax: 250-350-3336. Email: 
infoOdouglasIake.com Web- 
site: www.douglas1ake.com NO 
PHONE CALLS PLEASE - 
KELOWNA BUSINESS looking 
for Sales & Design Technician 
for Engineered Wood Systems. 
The successful candidate will 
be motivated, dependable, 
have experience with Trus Jo- 
ist software or equlvelent. Able 
to work In a team environment. 
OKANAGlAN PAVING Co. re- 
quires exp. Rakerman, Scresd- 
man, Rollerman & Finish Grader 
Operator for 9-1 0 month operat- 
ing season. Min. 5 years exp. 
Union rates & full benefits. Mail 
or fax resume to: Cantex-Okana- 
gan Construction Ltd., 780 Oka- 
nagan Ave. E., Penticton, BC 
REGENCY CHRYSLER, Ques- 
nel, BC is currently accepting 
resumes for an automotive tech- 
nician. Chrysler experience an 
asset. Excellent wage and full 
benefit package. Please for- 
ward resumes to: darrylwheel- 
er@reaencvchrvster.com or fax 
WANTED, EXPERIENCED hy- 
fax 250-828-1 948. 
604-536-8351. 
Fax 250-868-3862. 
V2A - 3K7 Fw: 250-492-01 95. 
LOOKINQ FOR part-time work 
as a room attendant? The Wild 
Duck Motel has an Immediate 
opening for a person interested 
in 15-20 hours per week. This 
is a permanent position. Experi- 
ence an asset but not required. 
Please fax resume to 250-638- 
151 1 or contact Manager at the 
I SEAPQRT LIMOUSINE LTD. I I '  I :  
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for 
over 9 vears. Phone 250-635- same number after 6 pm. (9c3) 
MALE QUADRIPLEGIC looking 
for personal care giver. Reason- 
able rates. mornings and even- 
ings. Must be qualified. 250- 
RESIDENT CARETAKER for 
townhouses in Houston. Couple 
preferred.Units need painting 
635-1278 (10P3) 
P.O. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. 
P h  636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, repairs 
or new construction. 25 yeax 
experience. Free estimates. Call 
Richard 8250-638-8526 36 3) 
and cleaning. For more details ~ R R I S T I M B E R B U ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
call '604-214-2957 Or 604-263- Specializing in desigdbuilding 
8911 (8p4) of timber frame homes, decks 
SHORT ORDER COOK required and outbuildings. We also pro- 
at Mount Layton Hotsprings Re- vide complete home renovation 
sort. Must have reliable transpor- services. All work comes with 
tation and be able to work flexi- warranty. Please call Shawn @I 
7 WELDING INSTRUCTOR 
Northwest Corn lThe quality shows in every move we make!) 
ble hours. Please fax resume to (250)615-7475 (9P6) 
, tebayG3uniserve.com. No calls e .  ("a 635-2728 250-632-591 1 or Email minet- 
'otease(~c3\ J;;+ Container or van service! 
8111 Blakahmrn, TIrrace 
LT; ----'---I 
VETERINARY RECEPTIONIST 
Skeena Animal Hospital is look- 
ing for a F/T receptionist who I Child Care? 
will greet our clients and run our Skeena Child care Resource and 
office. If interested, submit a re- Referral has information on 
chid care options and on sume' in person. No phone inqui- 
choosing child care. ries please.(9p3) 
WANTED: PERSONAL care 
aide. 2+ hours a week. Perma- Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
Wed-Fri e l  Oam-4pm ing. Certificate not required. A vehicle a must. For interview call 
nent part time, on the job train- 
250-635-4992. (9P3\ ~ orcall638-1113. , 
Skeena CCRR 
is funded by the Province of B.C. 
RNS,RPNS,LPNS,HSWS RE- 
f: Looking for I 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint. Spring and Summer interi- 
or, residential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% la- 
bor discount. Professional qual- 
ity work. Reasonable rates. Free 
estimates. References available. 
Call Karl. 250-61 5-01 99 (7P3) 
AVAILABLE MARCH 26TH 
Bright, spacious 2 bedroom 
apartment close to schools,hos- 
pita1 and Wal-Mat. Three ap- 
pliances with storage room, 
blinds and beautiful oak cabi-'I 
nets.On-site building-Managers 
with 24-hour video security. 
Non-smoking,no pets please. 
$550permonth. Securitydepos- 
it requiredReferences required. 
Please call 250-635-6316 ( 9 ~ 4 )  
NEWLY RENOVATED 1 or 2 
bedroom apartment located 
downtown. $450 & $550/month 
includes utilities. Call 638-8567 
Take a closer look. QUIRED for community care 
of children in Terrace and New 
Hazelton. Call Leanne at Re- 
source-Ability 1 -866-763-6624 
for info.(9p3) 
2 BDFl Apt's Thornhill area. 
$400/month. Hardwood floors, 
f/s, close to city bus service. 
Small Dets welcome Contact 
HOUSEKEEPING CALL Carol 
250-635-3885 or cell: 631-2248 
I1 I PSI \ .  .. -,
Ann (250)635-2252 (1 OP3) and ask for Marilynn or leave a 
2 BEDROOM hot water in- m ! !  
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT cluded. References required. 
Mechanic and Apprentices re- $500/mo. Available March 1/05 
3) 
JOIN OUR WINNJNG TEAM 
If you are looking for a career in a fast-paced 
industry where you will use your talents to 
provide "WOW" service; if you are dynamic, 
responsible and want to succeed, don't miss this 
unique opportunity to join our team. 
Boston Pizza - Terrace location wiii be hiring 
for ALL POSITIONS in meparation for our 
Grand Opening in May. 
Applications will ONLY Be 
acceDted at the JOB FADR. 
quired for a truck dealer ship in GET BACK ON TRACK! BAD (250)635-2174 (8P 
Fort St. John. Fax resume: 1- CREDIT? BILLS? UNEM- 
250-785-1 066. 
A NEW 2 Bedroom Apartment 2 ~ ~ A p ~ h  
PLOYED? NEED MONEY? WE Suite 2 floors. verv clean & 111 C k n  And Quiet -. - a  - - -  - - - . - - - - 
LEND!! If you own your own quiet area. Has covered park- 
I LILI'STUTORING has newserv- 1420. www.pioneerwest.com washer, dryer. No pets please!! 
ices available. French and Eng- Member of the Better Business ~ Available immediately. Phone 
in all subjects. we are now offer- NEED MONEY NOW! if YOU AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 
~~~~ ~ 1 home - you qualify. 1-877-987- ing. Come with fridge, stove, 
lish tutoring from K to grade 10 Bureau. 635-4571 ( 11 P3) 
- -  . ing basic computer skill%word have equity in your home, we Very nice two bedroom 2nd floor Processing,sPreadsheets and can help1 Can't prove income, apartment. Very reasonable rent. 
Internet Navigation. Orthon-(311- slow credit, bank says no! Call Within walking distance to Wal- 
lingham Approach alSO avail- RickGraves at RickGraves &As- mart ando Superstore. On-site 
able. 250-638-0775 (1 1 p6) ' sociates. 1-604-306-0891. manaaement with secure video 
: . 
PARK dlr CLINTONI 
' 
MANOR APTS. 
Unfurnished and partially furnished 
apts. Bachelor units,one bedroom 
and two bedmom. Beside 
swimming pool.One of the best 
maintained apts. in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
- 
' SHIRLEY'S MATH tutoring K- 
Shirley Palahicky 250-635-0066 
entrance. Phone (250)638-1622 
BRIGHT, SUNNY, well main- 
tninad 7 hadrnnm nnnrtrqent. 
ash- 
Call 
11. Taking bookings now. Call (9P3) 
-r-'-. .-...-- - ---.--... 
$24-99/FIRST MONTH for a 
phone line. Reconnection with era Asking $550/month. 
$IONS $lGNS $igns 250- 638- no credit check, no deposits, no 
7838, 3226 A River Drive. Why one refused. Call or visit Need- 
Pay More? (1 OP3) A-Phone.com Tollfree at 1-866- d 
GENERAL CONTRACTINQ, 444-3815 or Emall: csraneed- 
lmprovements/renovatlon. DO YOU need a phono line? 
11 05. Long distance starting at 1 Taking Applications General carpentry, building a-PhOne.com Drywall, trouble shooting, any First month, $24.95. No depos- and all odd jobs. Quality work/ it. No refusals. Call us now. air rates. (250)635-9709 or All About Phones. 1-866-692- 
Modern kitchen with diShWi 
635-3333 - days, 635-337 
evenings. (10~2)  
APARTM €NT§ 
250)615-7777 (I OP3) 
.- 
Friday March 18 
Saturday March 19 
TIME: 4 PM to 8. PM f s You're among friends at Boston Pizza. Summit Square Apartments 
1 & 2 Sedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
0 Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
* Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 6354478 
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ample parking 
* Laundry facilities 
Close to schools 8 downtown 
On bus route 
-* On site management 
No pets 
References required 
S p e m D e m  . . - .  I , . .  
We are looking for dynamic, hard working people 
to help us build on our 
45-year tradition of service to Northern British Columbia. ='=is seeking a kitchen helper.- 
(drivers I icense required) 
Drop resumes off at: 
4554 Greig We., Terrace. 
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE. - 
Business Products Outside Sales Representative 
Terrace Region 
To view call 
638- 1 748 
If you are committed to or have a strong interest in a sales 
career, and seek the opportunity to apply your motivation and 
drive in a supportive and rewarding environment, serving the 
business community of Terrace and area - we should talk! You 
must have your own vehicle and valid drivers license. 
We're looking for more great people! People who: 
Put the customer first -demonstrating strong customer 
Lead by example - demonstrating leadership and 
Get the job done - demonstrating drive and taking 
We are: 
A progressive local company, doing business in the 
Located in Prince George, Smithers and Terrace 
Providing everything a modern office could ask for, 
relationship skills 
teamwork skills 
responsibility for your success 
north since 1958 
to (256)99i-82?5. 
CAMP CALEDONIA. Analican 
Church Camp on Tyhee-Lake 
at Telkwas,B.C. is inviting appli- 
cations from enthusiastic indiT 
viduals to work at our Christian 
Camp for the month of July in 
the following positions:Director, 
Sports Director, Certified Life- 
guarwaterfront Director, Male 
and Female Counsellors, Jani- 
tor. Please submit resumes by 
April 1 to : Jakie Veillette, 3614 
East Valley Rd.,Houston,B.C. 
VOJ 122 (6p6) 
CARTERS JEWELLERS is now 
accepting applications for a part 
time sales position. Interested 
applicants must enjoy working 
with the public and in giving 
the best service possible. Retail 
experience would be an asset 
but not necessary. Applicants 
please apply in person with re- 
sume and references to Debo- 
rah, Carters Jewellers, Terrace. 
jl OP3) 
a Pacific Smithers, Inland B.C. Resources 
ENERGY SYSTEWKILN ATTENDANT 
Pacific Inland Resources a division of West Fraser M i l l s  Ltd., 
located in Smithers, B.C. is accepting applications for qualified 
class 4 and 5 power engineers. Your duties will include the op- 
eration of  a new hot oil energy system, loading and unloading 
Kilns, and general Kiln and Energy System maintenance. Shift 
work will be required. 
A competitive wage and benefit package i s  provided. Interested 
applicants should submit their resume and cover letter to: 
General Manager, Pacific Inland Resources 
Box 3130 
Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ 2N0 
Email: pirjobs@westfraser.com 
F ~ x  #: 250-847-5520 
Deadline for applications i s  March 3 1,2005. 
Only those selected for an i n t e ~ e w  ill be contacted. 
BC Housing 
RENTAL ACCOMMODATIQN 
The Willows, Seniors Building 
Applications are being taken for well-maintained 
Bachelor and 1 bedroom apartments: 
Close to the downtown and transportation 
Fridge and stove provided 
Cablevision and laundry available at minimal costs 
0 No security deposit necessary 
Tenants pay no more than 30 percent of gross 
monthly income. 
including 
e Office Products 
Commercial Printing 
Art 8, Drafting Supplies 
Office Furnishings 
Copy Centre 
Promotional Products 
... And so much more! 
Interested? 
Call Garret Murphy at 250-847-9712 
Email your inquiries Mor resume to garretm@speedee.ca 
Or deliver your resume to SpeeDee in Terrace 
. www.speedee.ca 
For information, please call 638-1 61 9 or pick up 
applications from #103-3404 Kalum Street, Terrace 
or call 250-627-7501 to have an application mailed. 
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635-5139 (1OP3) 
4 BEDROOM house. Big back- 
yard, full basement, 5 applianc- 
es close to schools. Quiet street. 
Available April 1 st. $85O/mo. 
Ref. Required. 635-6776, 615- 
2296 (1OP1) 
5 BEDROOM 2 bath house 
Available March 1st. Walsh AVE. 
close to downtown and CUTE 
3 bedroom house on 1 acre,car- 
port and garden shed. Garden 
space available. $650/month. 
Phone or leave message 250-- 
FOR RENT 2 harm house with 
basement south sparks fenced 
yard with fruit trees, large kitch- 
en oak cupboards. $650/mo. 
D.D. $325 available Aeril 1/05. 
635-7262 ( 9 ~ 3 )  
635-9467 or 635-4220 (1 1 P3) 
3 BDRM townhouses close to 
downtown & schools,f/s,w/d 
hookups, or wld available, free 
cable T.V. Runs from $545/ 
month. Terrace Manor 4514 
Scott Ave. 250-635-4980 (9p3) 
THREE BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath 
townhouse for rent on Molitor 
in Terrace. FIS and blinds in- 
cluded. N/G heat. No pets and 
damage deposit is required. 
$650 per month not including 
utilities. Call 639-0309 or 632- 
-2261 (10P3) // 
I, 
5 ACRE lot on the Skeena River 
at Cedarvale with small house. 
Also vacant 10 acre lot. Owner 
will finance. 250-849-5062 
ONE ACRE of land. Good loca- 
tion. Close to schools and play- 
ground. 120 ft frontage. Water1 
sewage. Address: 4830 Sunset 
Dr. Phone: 635-2520 (9P3) 
Unique Strata Community in the 
heart of Terrace, with common 
areas, cement and gravel pads, 
services, and all amenities close 
by. There are 30 lots for individ- 
ual sale at $29,000 or as a com- 
plete, package for the investor. 
Also available, one of a kind, full 
basement 4 bdrm home on Lot 
1, available for $93,000 Call for 
a package today! 
Clifford Stone 1-866-558-5263 
cliffordQlandquest.com 
www.landquest.com 
(9p4) 
Kermode Properties 
Schools. 1/3 acre fenced corner 
3 BEDROOMS, blinds, horse- 
shoe area. Rlus 2 bedroom fin- 
ished suite, full garage. Appoint- 
ment to view. (250)635-6839 
(10P3) 
4+ BEDROOM, 2 bathroom 
house. New paintlfloors and ren- 
ovations upstairs, some down- 
stairs. Large fenced in backyard 
opens on to park. RV parking, 
Shed, Car port, & Covered pa- 
tio in back., Located on Thorn- 
hill bench. Must see. Asking 
$130,000. Phone (250)635-7091 
CASH FOR Investment Proper- 
ty, Wanted in Terrace, Single/ 
Multi-Family, WithMlithout Ten- 
ant, Call with Details (780)984- 
7854 nP3) 
lot (250)635-7491 (9~3)  
or (250)453-9612 (1 1 P20) 
2004 Honda 
CR 85 R 
$37500800 
including Chimneys 
We Clean Septics 
8: can Solve Many essionals Since 1997 Tmkn at Your Service! 
Across town or the country 
Septic Backup Cleanup, Insulation Removal, 
Grease Traps, Municipal %ewer Flushing, Vac 
Excavation &Fnuch more... 
will assist or load for you 
Reasonable Rates 
1-866-61 5-00 
PIWTES 8:Y ~ \ I U K A  BODY ROLLISC 
Fitness, sports cotiditionitig, post- 
rehabilitatioti atid mariagenietit of 
chroriic pain. Semi-private atid 
private sessions available. 
Call Lorna Trent 635-7342 
- 
2004 Kawasaki 
700 4x4 w/winch 
$77995800 ' 635-4838 (1 OP3) FOR RENT. Older Small 3 B/R 
House in Thornhill.' Close to 
town - Pets Welcome. $575 per 
month. Phone 635-4453 (8P3) 
FOUR BEDROOM house close ~ 
to school and Hospital. No pets/ 
smoking. References required. 
Available April 1st $850/month 
+ utilities. Contact 635-0570 
(1 OP6) 
FOUR BEDROOM upper suite 
on Southside for rent. Close 
to schools. $700 per month 
utilities included Contact Brent 
250-635-8875 (37ctfn) 
FURNISHED 2 bdrm mobile 
home on acreage 10 minutes 
from town. Outdoor pets wel- 
come. Ref. Req. (250)635-2124 
11 OP31 
REDUCED TO sell 1678 sqft 
deregistered home, five bed- 
rooms, wood, hydro and nlg 
heat, Large lot In cul-de-sac. 
New siding, wood floorlng, new 
carpet and paint. Near Copper 
Mountaln School. $91,000.00 
0BO.No reasonable offer will 
be refused.Available to rent May 
1 st. Call evenings 250-847- 
1 on 1 personal assistance 
with various subjects 
English, French, Math ... 
FREE INTERVIEW 
for new students 
Phone: 638-0775 I2001 Yamaha 
YZ80 . I 
i 
1991 3 bdrm 14x70 mobile" 
home. Natural gas heat, fls, w/ 
d. Excellent condition. Located 
in Sunny Hill Tr. Park. Asking 
36EDROOMTraileq,l2~68,2 ap- 
pliances, #28 Sunny Hill Trailer 
Park. $3500. O.B.O. (250)635- 
4007 19P31 
$33,500. (250)635-0025 (9P3) 
I $2,199.00 I BOOKKEEPING 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS *residential & commercial Over 35 years  experience 
Best  Canadian Tax Computer 
installations & senice 
' *28 years of experience 
LET'S MAKE 
A DEAL! 
Software Available 
RELIABLE AND REASONABLE 1 635-6062 J 
fpoOPLES PLUS - DOG GRooMlNa 
All  Breeds of Dogs c), CATS 
Open by appointment lues-Sat 9- 
Convenient Downtown location 
4501 Greig Aue. Back Door 
CALL 615-8918 
Reasonable Rates Start at $30.00 full groom 
W o w  offoring FURminttor Shod-loss Trtrtmonts 
L CREATING A PAWSlllVE EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR DO6 2 
Rock and Reel ent. 
5006 - Wolsli Avenue 
Cnnndn 
Randy ~~~~i 
dozzi@monarch.net 
'I'erruce, B.C. 250-615-5440 I V8G 3H7 
Three bedroom 
house and two 
apartments. Three 
options to heat. 
Ideal for family, 
'in-laws and home 
business. If you 
are a carpenter or 
handyman, we can 
help each other. 
or 631 -3034 
(250) 635-9333 
Merc 8 Hp.' 
Short Shaft 
c$799iO0 
1979 DOUBLE wide Modular 
Home. 1250 Sq. Ft. 2 bedroom 
located in quiet park. Immacu- 
late condition. Close to bus ro- 
ute. A must see. $40,000 638- 
8763. (1 OP3) 
BEAUTIFUL RANCHER on 
cul-de-sac. 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, skylight, hardwood 
entry, tiled gas fireplace, alarm, 
double garage, RV parking. 
$21 9,000. Campbell River. 
250-850-0246. www.bcisland- 
homes.com http://www.bcis- 
land homes.com 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
3227 Kalum St. For Sale of 
Lease. Best locationformanydif- 
ferent-uses and services. These 
premises include 2,468 SQ.FT. 
on main floor and 2,083 SQ.FT- 
on second floor. The main floor 
is used for retail, second floor 
could be and extension of your 
main business or could be 
modified into living quarters for 
the owner. For more informa- 
tion. Phone: Cel: 862-0638 OR 
WANTED APARTMENT build- 
ings over 12 units. Call 604- 
(250)635-1543 (1 1 P3) 
805-71 00 I9031 ' 
'I 
~~~ ~~ 
PC Consultant 
website construction 
virus. removal 
custom programming 
PC maintenance 
MAKE AN Offer!! 2.5 acres on 
Halliwell by Uplands School. 
2.5 acres on Halliwell with 1600 
SQ.FT shoplheated, wired. 11 
acres Krumm Road and Hwv 
TOP QUALITY Hay and various 
other hay for sale. Price quoted 
includes delivery. We deliver! 
Call VANDENBERG HAY FARMS 
LTD. Kent: (403)330-7853; Har- 
ry: (403)382-1082. 
HORSES FOR sale. Quarter 
Horses and Palnts, AQUA, good . 
breeding, registered and unreg- 
istered, 2 to 7 years old, some 
green broke. Phone (250)847- 
3421 or (250)847-1279 (TFN) 
FOR SALE Good quality regis- 
tered black angus yearling bulls. 
64 & 87 Ib. birthweights. Deliv- 
ery available. Call Lia 845-3500. 
11 1 P31 
~~ ~ 
B O A ~ O P S  &FRAMES console I I Call Lennard at 635-7623 
I '  37 with 1991 14x68 foot Trailir and Addition. 195 acres - 4Km 
on Kitselas Road. Approximate- 
ly 5 acres on Park Ave behind 
. Ca?adian,Jire zone , for, Light 
,, Industrial ,or. Multifamily,. Phone 
NEW SMALL house in Thorn- 
hill with new appliances, WID, 
suitable for working couple or 
single person. Large yard, po- 
tential garden, gas fireplace, 
wood fireplace. References, half 
month deposit. $400/per month 
+ utilities. 638-8875 (1OP3) 
SPACIOUS 3 bedroom upstairs 
suite. Fls, w/d, large yard, no 
pets, includes cable, nlg, and 
hydro.$700/mo.Availableimme- 
diately. (250)635-2556 (9P3) 
THREE BEDROOM spacious 
top floor of house. Fls, wld. 
Close to schools and walking 
distance to town, large yard. In- 
cludes 12x12 outdoor storage. 
No pets, no smoking. $650/mo. 
Call 250-635-5459 (9P3) 
TWOBEDROOM units with elec- 
tric heat. 2 appliances - 450/mo. 
Furnished - 550/mo. Three bed- 
room unit with electric heat avail- 
able immediately 4 appliances 
- $500lmo. (250)638-1755 or 
635-2895 Or 615-7275 ( j  1,P3) 
535-6876 (9P3) 
canopys boattop repairs,recov- 
ering of boat seats by Satellite 
Viny1,Fabric.s & Canvas Works. 
4520 Johns Rd. 250-635-4348 , 
250-61 5-9924 Email roland- 
Gas 470-4 Cylinder Merc. led" 
HP. 2-Fuel tanks 100 gallons 
each. Borg Warner Velvet Dr. 
Transmission 2.57:l shaft drive. 
Cruising Speed 7 knots @2 gal- 
lons per hour. Radio, Radar, 
GPS/Depth Sounder. Fridge, 
stove, HeadIShower & Hot Wa- 
ter heater Fresh water tanks X 3 
100 gallon + 42" Swim grid c/w 
wet well Sleeps Five. Located @ 
Port Ed. Asking price $34,000 
14x70 MOBILE, many reno- MID 70's Massey Ferguson 0 
D D  vationst fruit trees, raspberry 
house, storage building, horse 2004 32FT. Sprinter Travel Trail- 
stall, horse shelter >and mucfi er. 2 slides, sleeps 6, Duct air, 2 
more. Cablecar subdivision, Kiti- drawer fridge, oven, tub-shower 
mat. (No agents, please) Asking combo. Rear living room. Like 
$97,000 (250)632-3902 (1 OP3) new. One owner. $36,000. 
. I  
(250)635-2256 (l.OP3) . 
backhoe/loader. Good running 
garden play condition. Asking $16,000.00 
3 BDRM, 1 112 bathlekrplex, lo- 
cated upper Thornhill. Carport, 
large lot, storage room, $650/ 
month. Damage deposit and ref- 
erences required.250-615-9128 
f4ctfn1 
ONE BEDROOM suite in new- 
er home. Fridge, stove, washer 
and dryer. Covered parking with 
street near Golf Course in Thorn- 
triplex. No petskimoking. $425/ 
mo. Utilities included. Damage 
deposit required. Avail. April 1 
8843 (1 1 p3) 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet, new paint, laundry 
facilities, on site management. 
Available immediatelv. Call Bri- 
Call 250-635-5380 or 250-61 5- ground level entrance On quiet WOW! WHAT a deal. Executive 
three bedroom duplex, in town. 
Two fireplaces, two and a half 
baths, window coverings, five 
appliances, covered carport. 
Available immediately. $89,900. 
250-638-1885 for appt to view. 
. hill. Utilities included. No pets, 
non smoker, references. $4751 3 BEDROOM, fls, wid, upper 
mo plus $250 damage deposit* Thornhill. fenced yard, $6001 
Available April 1st. Phone 250- mo. on citv/school bus routes 
638-0381 leave message. (9p3) 250-635-5022 (8p3) 
4-PLEX CLEAN 3 bedroom. for 
an 250-61 5-2777 
ONE BEDROOM furnished rent. F/S, WID, dishwasher. No 
Pets. References required. Sel 
curity deposit $290 Rent $585. 
5117A MEDEEK, duplex, like 
new, wld, f/s, dishwasher, 3 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, fami- 
ly room, livingroom, 2 gas fire- 
places, skylight, large yard, 
front parking lot. Available im- 
mediately $750/mo. Negotiable. 
2000 SQFT Office 'pace* 4391 
Keith Avenue* Call 250-635- 
7171 (250)635-5954 (1 OP6) 
(250) 635-5348 Or 631 -21 85. 
(9P3) 
SMALL TWO bedroom duplex, 
in Thornhill. Suitable for one or 
two persons. F/s included. Nlp. 
$375 Security deposit required. 
Call 250-638-7727 (10~3) 
(9P3) 
NICE 3 bedroom Condo. 4 ap- WHY RENT when YOU can 
pliances. no dogs. Good refer- Own? Attractive 3 bedroom 
ences required. $600/mo. 638- starter home. Many new up- 
m c m n  14 nom grades. Close to schools, shop- 
ping, hospital. Only $89,500. 
ONE bedroom base- 
250-638-8698 (lop11 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 (3P9) OFFICE AND 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom RETAIL SPACE 
4644 Lazelle Avenue apartments for rent. $350, $450, $550 Heat and hot water includ- 
ed. Newly renovated. Security MAIN FLOOR 
on premises. Please call 250- 600, 1000 & 1600 sq. ft. 
SECOND FLOOR 
638-001 5, 250-61 5-0345 or 
256,628,884 & 935 sq. ft. TWO AND a half bedroom apart- 
ments. 4623 Haugland, full kitch- 250.615.7543 or 635.3475 
en and livingroom. Recently ren- 
ovated, electric heat. $600lmo. 
plus $300 deposit. Available im- 
mediately, Call (250)638-1348 3 BDRM Condo, 1 1/2 bath. F l  
Maria or (250)635-5800 Tony. S, WID, newly renovated close 
(50CTFN) to downtown. (250)635-3908. 
250-635-6428 (32C.TFN) 
. 
wanga. Private lg. Lot. Modern 
decor, birch hardwood, new sid- 
inglwindows $95,000 (2501849- 
5260orview online BChomesfor- net ( 8 ~ 4 )  
3le.com nerrace area1 11 1 P3) 
921 -2776 or e-mail rsulll@telus. 
~ 1998' eisht seare CHRYSLER tires. Excellent intrepid I with 
merchantable,bug-kilI,Y,R or 2 
logs. Any timber. Call 1-800- 
diton, ' regular service. .$f 
, FURNISHED BEDROOM for 
rent in a 4 bedroom house. 
Share rest of home. On bus ro- 
ute. $260 per month, includes 
utilities. Ph. 635-3126 I1 1P3) 
2 BEDROOM mobile home suit- 
' able for couple or single person. 
Washer 8 Dryer. No pets. Call 
250-635-1998 $350lmonth. 
I1 OP3) 
2 TWO bedroom mobile homes 
for rent in Thornhill. FISMIID 
in each. One is $450/mo, NG 
included. Other is $400/mo. 
No dogs please. Call 635-9530 
18P3) 
r 
FOR SALE 
0 2000 sq. ft. shop with office and reception area 
0 Two bay doors 
(back door 14ft. x 13ft., front door 9ft. x 9ft.) 
2 exterior luminated signs 
(front sign 15ft., back sign 9ft.) 
15ft. ceilings insulated with R20 and 4 ceiling fans 
@-Office wired with 2 phone lines and cable line 
Electric and natural gas hektt 
9ft. long front counter 
Mezanine above office 
Shop size 30ft. x 66ft. 
e 2 bathrooms. 
I 
I O 9  -491 0 GREIG AvE. (BEHIND BOSTON PIZZA) 
250-635-2535 l 
ite. utilities included, private en- 2 BEDROOM apartments in 
trance, FIS, w/d, gas fireplace, 4-plex (Soucie Ave) and 5-plex 
available immediately. (250)635- (Haugland Ave) No pets. Refer- 
3756 or 615-2532 (1OP3) ences required. $550/month. 
droom upper suites in Thornhill. 2 BEDROOM apartments-Riv- 
Close to schools. $375 - $5001 er Drive. $375-$400/month. 
month. Contact Brent 250-635- No Pets. References required. 
TWO BEDROOM and three wKm 250-638-1 648(9P3) 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitch- 
en and bar. Ideal for weddings, 
anniversaries, reunions. Day 
and evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 email kinsmenQosg.net. 
Bartending Services available. 
1 BEDROOM suite on Queens- 
way w/yard and view. Gas fire- 
place in log livingroom. $4251 
mo. Avaiiable April 15. Call Bet- 
ty or mike at 635-2837 (1 OP3) 
2 BEDROOM house in Gossen 
Subdivision. $450 per month, 
plus damage deposit. Hydro in- 
cluded. No dogs and cats ok. 
2 BEDROOM house unfurnished 
$475 a month. 1 bedroom fur- 
nished apt. $360 a month, in 
Thornhill near schools.250-635- 
7623 (1 1 p3) 
3 BEDROOM house (Queens- 
way), electronic security, unfin- 
ished basement, wired separate 
shop, large yard, ample parking, 
greenhouse, f/s, w/d, $6001 
month 250-635-2839 (1 1 p3) 
3 BEDROOM house across 
from Cassie Hall School, fls, 
w/d, large fenced yard. avail. 
March 1st. $650.(250)635-0818 
18P3) 
SCHOOLS. FIS, W/D, DNV. 
Lai,.,tiate flooring upstairs, in- 
cludes finished basement suite 
with separate kitchen. $9OO/mo 
Call 250-798-2027 (1 Op3) 
(250) 635-2298. (1OP3) 
3 BEDROOM trailer in Thorn- 
hill, wood fireplace, large living- 
room, kitchen with island and 
wall oven, 4 pc bathroom, new 
flcoring, $600/mo R.R. D.D. 
req'd. (250)635-9040 (1 OP3) 
NEW 14x60 Trailer home in 
Thornhill trailer park. 2 bed- 
rooms, 1 bath, large kitchen 
and living space. 5 appliances. 
Available April 1 st. $600/mo 
includes Dad rental. 250-639- FOR LEASE SPACE 
7,200 sq. ft. Sales/Warehouse Kenney & Pohle Ave 
(or 4 modules of 1,800 sq. ft.) 
2,017 sq. ft. Sales/Warehouse 5008 Pohle Ave 
998 sq. ft. Office/Sales 5008 Pohle Ave 
1,735 sq. ft. Saies/Warehouse 2801 Kenney Street 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 4820 Hwy 16 West 
2977 (lOP3) 
NEWER 2 bedroom.2 bathroom 
14 x 70 mobile home for rent 
F/S,W/D. New carpets. $4001 
month 250-635-6352 - 
ROOMMATE WANTED to 
share new furnished house. 
Quiet location. All appliances 
$260. month plus 1'2 utilities. 
leave messaae. 11 e1 
(250)635-9709 Or (250)615-7777 
2 BEDROOM basement suite,w/ 
d.$400/month ,also 2 bedroom 
upper unit,$550/month utilities 
included , w/d on site,Thornhill 
250-635-5992 or 250-61 5-6832 
(8P3) I Centrally located. Approximately 1,500 sq. ft. of second floor space; also 500 sq. ft. on I the lower floor. Contact 635-S333. 
, 
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Kla How Ya spells WANTED: DIESEL 4x4, duelly, lona box. Drefer full load. 4 door. 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
Re: The estate of . 
LEONARD JOSEPH 
LEFRANCOIS, 
also known as 
deceased, formerly of Terrace, 
British Columbia 
treditors and others having claims 
zgainst !he estate of Leonard Jo. 
ieph Lefrancois ore hereby noti- 
'ied that porticulors of their claims 
ihould be sent to the undersigned 
Executor ot # 2 0 0 6 6 3 0  Larelle 
\venue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1S6, 
,n or before Apr i l  20, 2005, oher 
which dale the Executor will distr ib 
Jte the estate among the parties 
sntilled to it, having regard only' 
o the claims that have then been 
weived.. 
?ichord bfmncoir, Executor. 
Norm bndrtra Brown, Solicitors 
d LEONARD LEFRANCOIS, 
- I UD to $25.000 cash, Drivate sale. 
Phone/Fax (250) 768-0006. number one for skaters A general meeting will be held by the BC Timber Sales Office. Skeena Business Area, 
for Road Construction and Rosd Maintenance Contractors. The meeting is scheduled 
for 1O:OO am Tuesday, April 12th. 2005 and is to be held in the Hydro room at the Bc 
Timber Sales Office at 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia. 
The purpose of the meeting is to Inform suppliers about EMS Requirements. changes 
to Road Construction and Road Maintenance Contracts, equipment registration for 
hourly hire. changes in advertising for contracts, and new legislation. 
Anyone who is intending on bidding on Road Construction or Road Maintenance 
Contracts in the Skeena Business Area should attend. 
Pre-registration is required, with a limit of two people per supplier. To pre-register, 
please contact the Receptionist at (250) 638-5100. 
I 
' I  ~ By MARGARET SPEIRS 
LOCAL SKATERS scored 
the most medals at the 
~ Kla How Ya Interclub 
Competition, including ' 
sweeping the podium in the 
Beginner Team Maneuvers. 
Terrace was awarded the 
team aggregate trophy for 
most pointst.and most med- 
als with 87, r&aning skaters 
won in more tlian half the = 
events they entered. 
Kitimat's Snow, Valley 
skating club finished second 
followed by Vanderhoof s 
o Nechako skating club in 
third placc. 
Almost every Terrace 
skater won one medal and 
somc took home as many as 
ninc: 
Many won ribbons for 
fourth to sixth place. 
Taylor Braid won the ju- 
-4,. , 1994 MERCURY Villager V6 
Tires. $2750. 1988 Ford Tempo 
2 Dr. 4 cyl. 5 Spd. Bargain $750 
N . .k+@$&%l " ?  Auto, AC, ruise, Cle n, New 
filFi-fi996 I1 1 P3) 
2002 FORD Windstar, Rocket- 
box, CD player, 5 door, low kms, 
excellent condition. Take over 
last year of lease. (250)635- 
7361 (11P3) 
0 
JACQUELINE LENUIK performs her routine in the Se- 
nior Bronze Spins category at the Kla How Ya Compe- 
tition at the Terrace Arena on Mar. 4. 
MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
Anand6 A C ~ S  Eco-FomStV Ltd. 
Notice of Public Viewing 
Forest Development Plan Amendment 
Notice is  hereby given that Anonda Acres E~o.FoI&~ Itd. wil be making ovailable for public viewing: 
he proposed Amendment 2 to Ford Development Plan 1 for Woodlot 1855, located in Rmood .  The 
amendment is mode available for public viewing before approval is considered by the Ministry of Forests. 
The drah plan horn the proposed omendment of horvesting and road development for the period bemn 
kptemhr 2004 and Dotember 2W6. 
The amendment wil bs ovailable for viewing at the R a s d  Generol Store and the TOIIO~~ Public 
Library during opening hours from March 16h, 2005 to April 16th, 2005. If any of the interested prtia 
are unable to review the propored amendment during LIS hours arranpments can be made to review tht 
plan at o time convenient for them. For arrangements call Morpn at 6358121 01 Dieter at 6384690. 
In order to be considered for inclusion in ths final pion, mitten commentr md be rewived by April 
I6L, 2005 and should be addressed lo: Dieter Morder, 2502 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C.; YBG 3E3 
UnYlU 
p l N I  & CALLING IMWTSKTE-107 FOR TENDERS r0UO 
ULlhW 
Sealed Tenders for the following Implementation contract will be receive0 by the Timber 
Sales Manager, Terrace Tlmber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area, 200-5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbla on the dates shown below: 
Conlrad: lM06TSKTE-107 Located In the Terrace Business Area, for Implementation 
for Quallty Pay Plots 01 PlantingBrushIng 8 Weeding, including Stocklng SuNeys. 
TraverslngRayout and Mapplng.on approximately 987.7 hectares. 
Amandatoty offlce Information session will be held In the Terrace Buslnessbffice Field 
Office on Apnl 12,2005 at 9:00 a.m. Deadline for receipt of tenders Is 9.00 a.m. on April 
22,2005, at which time all tenders will be opened in public. 
Only those contractors who have successfully completed en Implementation Contract 
of the same type and size within the past two (2) years are eligible to bid. 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms and in the envelope supplied whlch, with 
the particulars, WIII be provided at the field information session. Tenders will not be 
considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever and the lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. The work will be adminlstered by the British Columbia 
Ministry of Forests. 
All field related inqulries should be directed to Richard Krupop, Silviculture Operations 
Technlcian, at the above address. Phone (250) 638.5110 
Contract award is subject to funding being avallable at the time. 
tiior artistic award and Jac- 
queline Lenuik received an 
honourable mention for the 
senior artistic award, which 
is given .to skaters for ar- 
Y 
tistic ability shown in their 
freeskate solo. 
Three former local skat- 
ers judged the event. 
Terrace filled the podium 
in the Beginner Team Ma- 
neuvers. 
Our gold winning team J 
consisted of Rebecca Gra- 
ziano, Hailey Hendry, Jor- 
den Hendry and Lateesha 
Wriglesworth. 
Jessica Baverstock, De- 
sirae DesJardins, Justine 
Hall and ShaeLyn DeSousa 
skated on the silver medal 
team. 
The bronze medal went 
to the team of Maryssa Per- 
rault, Kaitlin $ Colongard, 
Alex Lissimore and Stepha- 
nie Wright. 
Over 200 skaters from 13 
clubs attended the event. N-THERN DRUGS 
Sportsl Menu. 
+$$-, CITY OF TERRACE TERRACE 
TERRACE Q- 
* 
TERRACE mcmmm 
www.terracoautomalI.com 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENTION 
TAKE NOTICETHAT, in accordance with Section 24 of the Community 
Charter, the Corporation of the City of Terrace (the "City") intends 
to provide assistance, as defined under the Community Charter, to 
681 925 British Columbia Ltd. (the "Company") doing business as 
Terrace Lumber Company located at 4900 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
BC for the purpose of assisting the Company to acquire, operate 
and maintain the Sawmill. The City proposes to lend the sum of 
$950,000 to the Company, repayable with interest to the City over 
a term of I O  years. The proposed assistance will be provided 
through a 'partnering agreement with the Company under Section 
21 of the Communiy Charter. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 24 OF 
THE COMMUNIN CHARTER, AND AMENDMENTS THERETO. 
Ron Poole, Chief Administrative Officer 
To get your game, event or meeting 
added io the Sports Menu or Sports 
Scope, fa us at 638-8432, or e-mail us 
at newsroom @terracestpdard.corn 1 
are welcome to sign up at the centre on 
Fridays from 1 1  a.m. to 1 p.m. Ellie has 
more membership details at 638-7713. 
~ WMarch 19 to24 ,, ' 
W March 17 to 20 
Get out your rackets for the St. Pat- 
rick's day squash tourney at the Kiva at 
Northwest Community College. Locals 
play on Thursday at 5 p.m., out-of-town- 
' ers on Friday at 8 p.m. and playoffs start 
on Saturday. Get more info from Elaine 
or Haley at 638-5457. 
The Bantam AA Provincial Hockey 
Championships skate into town. Come 
out to cheer on the hometown team in the 
round robin on Sunday at 8 p.m.'and at 
8:30 p.m. on Monday and Tuesday. 
March 20 
The Ruins Cup Riders' Cross races 
on the fastest course ever at Shames Mt. 
Register between 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. in the 
lodge for 13 and under, 14 to 17, open, 
30+ or Masters divisions. Skiers are(we1- 
come. Racing blasts off at 1 1  a.m. Con- 
tact Ruins for more details at 635-9404 
or info@ruins.ca. 
=March 19 
Shames Mountain Rail Rodeo rides 
the slopes. Register at 10 a.m. for 13 and 
under, 14 to 17 or in the open category. 
The competition starts at 11:30 a.m. 
More info is available from Brenda at 
635-3773. 
W March 20 to 24 
I March 19 The BC Provincial Junior All-Native 
BC Senior Games Zone 10 athletes Basketball ' Championships welcomes 
50 teams to town. Games bounce onto 
the courts at Skeena, Caledonia and 
Thornhill schools on Sunday. 
meet at the Happy Gang Centre at 1:30 
p.m for their monthly meeting. For info, 
call Betty at 635-3352. New members 
I 
\' C l N  OF TERRACE 
LEISURE SERVICES DEPAPTMENT 
INVITAWO~~ To BID 
The City of Terrace Leisure Services Department i s  accepting 
bids for Flower Container Maintenance and Lawn Mowing. Bids 
will be received at the leisure Services office in the Terrace Arena, 
up to 12:OO noon local time, Friday, March 18, 2005. 
Specifications for the work are available for a fee of $25.00 at 
the leisure Services office located in the Terrace Arena at 3320 
Kalum Street, Terrace. For more information call: 
Ross Milnthorp 
Director of leisure Services 
Citv of Terrace 6 15-3000 
H=T? C l N  OF TERRACE - 
TERRACE PUBLIC NOTICE 
OPTION TO PURCHASE LANDS 
TAKE NOTICE THAT in accordance with the Comrnunily Charter, 
the Council of the City of Terrace intends to enter into a fifty (50) 
year Option to Purchase Agreement with the Province of British 
Columbia, granting to the City the right to purchase certain lands 
from the Province. Council may proceed,with this Agreement unless 
at least 10% of the eligible electors of the City of Terrace indicate that 
Council must obtain the assent of the electors before proceeding. 
Oonorel Doscription of Option to Purcharo Aaroomont 
In the Option to Purchase, the Province of British Columbia grants 
to the City of Terrace an option to purchase for a term of fifty (50) 
years, lands legally described as: 
All those hatched areas of all or Part of District Lots 423, 1721, 
1722,1724,1725, 1726, 1727, 1732,1734,1741,4003 and 
4004, Range 5, Cast  District shown approximately on the sketch 
plan below. 
for a defined purchase price if exercised in the first five (5) years 
of the term, or for an amount to be determined by appraisal if the 
Option i s  exercised after the first five (5) years of the term. 
I ~ ---- 
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Doscription of tho Approval Area 
The approval process applies to the area comprising all the lands 
within the municipal boundaries. 
Form 
Elector Responses must be on the Council-approved Elector Response 
Form - Option to Purchase which are available at City Hall, 321 5 
Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., or on an accurate copy of the form. 
Eliaibility to Sian Form 
Only eligible electors of the City of Terrace, resident and non- 
resident property electors, are entitled to sign the Elector Response 
Form. 
Doadlino for Eloctor Rosponso Forms to bo Racoivod 
Elector Response Forms must be received at the City Hall located at 
3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., on or before 4 3 0  pm., Monday, 
April 25, 2005. Only executed originals of the Elector Response 
Forms will be accepted. 
Number of Eliaiblo Eloctor Siqnaturos Reauirod 
10% (ten percent) of the electors is determined to be 768 electors 
and is required to prevent Council from proceeding with the Option 
to Purchase Agreement without the assent of the electors. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
SECTION 86 OF THE COMMUNlTY CHARTER. 
DENISE FISHER 
CORPORATE ADMINISTRATOR 
excellent condition. Low mile- 
age. Lotsof extrasincluding rem- 
ote starter, new stereo, $9000. 
(250)635-4368 (6P6) (250)638-8171 
1-800-665-1 990 IQONDA 
4534 Keith Ave. 
DL# 9662 w w w .  b c  h o n  d a . c  o rn 
I I 
Lease and finance offers are from Honda Canada Finance Inc.. on approved credit tBased on a 2005 Civic Coupe SE, model EM2125PX. Lease for 60 months at S226.37 per month plus applicable 
taxes with 120,000 km allowance (12ckm exceeding allowance). $0 down payment or equivalent trade acceptable to dealer (SO down on approved credit from Honda Canada Finance Inc.). 
Initiation paymentofSQ36.97 includes down payment, first monthly payment, registration, tire &battery levy, air tax, security deposit of SO, freight and P.D.E. and taxes. PPSA is additional.Tota1 
freight and P.D.E. is S1.195.00.Total lease paymentis$15,662.61. Option to purchase at lease end for $7,093.00 and taxes. Civic leases calculated with finance rate of 3.4%. Rate may change 
effective April 1st  2005 and will affect down payment, security deposit, residual value and initiation figures. Dealer may lease for less. t/f/AOffers valid through March 31st, 2005 al 
participating dealers only. See participating dealer for full details. OAs reported by 2005 EnerGuide published by NRCan.Visit v w .  vehicles.gc.ca for details. "Based on the retail value of installed 
additional equiprnent and price difference of Civic SE. model EM2125PX versus Civic DX, model EM2115P with accessories installed. 
2001 FORD F350 Super Cab 
4x4, Diesel, automatic, factory 
trailer pkg. Canopy, air and 
more. 51,000kim. One owner. 
$35.000.1250N64-8712. 
i '  I 
